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MEMORIAM TO MY SON

Boyd McBreairty
1949-1976
There is so much to be said at the loss of a friend
Where do you begin and where does it all end?
Boyd's always smiling, joking, stuttering, warmth vanished from
our earth,
Young, freckled, redhead, forever missed. Why?
God’s work still a mystery to those he left behind.
For them it is more difficult so please, God, be kind.

Note: This picture and poem appeared in the 1977 edition of the
Allagash Highlander, the high school yearbook. It was written by
Randi Hafford Jandreau.
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DEDICATION
I'd like to dedicate this book to my wife and family.
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INTRODUCTION
I have been talking to Francis McBreairty for a few years about
writing down his stories and he has finally agreed to do it. This is not
my book. I wish it was. It is filled with memories of an 80-year-old
man who has lived most of his life in Allagash. What a memory he
has!! 1 couldn't find a better oral history of the Allagash and
especially the St. John River. Many people have asked me why I
haven’t done a book on the St. John, so here it is.

My only regret is that the reader cannot hear the stories as
Francis has told them to me. I have written his exact words but to
hear his voice is so much better. He speaks slowly and clearly in a
language tinged with the influences of his Scots-Irish ancestors. He
uses terms that the "old people" of long ago used and, even at my age,
some of the words were unfamiliar. He talks of the "lumber woods",
the drives, the depression, his family and so much more.
Although life has not been easy in this small, sheltered,
lumbering town, you will be surprised how uplifting Francis' stories
really are. I think the parts of the book that are most enjoyable are
when Francis injects his own homespun philosophy into his stories.
Francis’ love of his family and his reverence to God is apparent
all through the book. He was tested many times with disappoint
ments and sorrows but he holds no grudges. He is contented to
finish this latter part of his life revisiting the past, assessing the
present and living one day at a time.

Remember I am not the author of this book. I am just the means
of helping to get some very valuable information to the public. I am
sure the reader will enjoy these stories and I am proud to be the one
to bring them to you. To Francis, I say thank you. I wish you, and
your family, many more years on the banks of your beloved St. John
River.

Faye O'Leary Hafford
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PLACES I WORKED OVER THE YEARS
I. CHEMQUASSABAMTICOOK
This was usually pronounced "sibemsicook" by those around
here. This was my
first winter in the
woods. We worked for
Nick Cunliffe, Will
Cunliffe’s son. There
was 6 teams of horses
and 35-40 men. My
father, Frank Mc
Breairty, had a team
there. Other men who
worked there was
Jesse, Pete and Edgar
Walker, Herb Walker
and Paul and Nazaire

Brother Jesse

Bouchard. This was back in the thirties.

II, POPPLE ISLAND BROOK
We built a camp there one summer for Bud England and the
Northern White Cedar Pole Co. Then we cut poles. There was Jesse,
Albert Walker, Clint Hughes and me in the crew. We rafted poles
from Popple Island on the St. John River. Cut ties, made them in the
woods. Men with tie axes hued both sides for railroad ties. We put
those ties on poles on rafts at Popple Island and run them down the
St. John to Bud England's mill and they were loaded on railroad cars
there.
III, YOUNG BROOK
We camped this side of Castonguay Settlement and fixed up a
set of camps. We cut lumber for Joe Marquis. There was 5-6 men.

IV, BIG BLACK AND BURNT BROW
We worked a half a summer to Big Black then we moved up the
St. John to Burnt Brow where they landed logs. Again we were
cutting poles for Bud England and the Northern White Cedar Pole
Co. The men who worked there was my father, Jesse and me. There
was Robbie, Clint Hughes, Grover Walker, Ephraim and George
Hafford and Frankie Walker was the cook.

V, TWO-MILE BROOK
This brook was on the St. John River. It was called Two-Mile
-4-

because it was two miles from the Simmons Farm. We stayed there
one summer and cut poles and drove them to Bud England's plant
in St. John.

VI, BASFQRD BROOK
This brook is also on the St. John River. We camped there for
the summer. My sisters, Jenny and Lillian cooked there. We cut
poles and had to roll them in the river and bring them down after the
ice went out in the spring. Hamp Jackson worked to the dam on Big
Black that winter.

VII, FOX BROOK
We camped there in 1938. We cut poles for England and the
Northern White Cedar Pole Co. The men in this crew was my father,
me, Jesse, George McBreairty, Clint Hughes, Tom, Delbert and Big
Will Gardner.

VIII, POKWOK
This was in 1939. We had a good time that summer. We stayed
in a tar-paper shack and cut poles for Bud England again that
summer and fall. We put the poles in at Pokwok and drove them
down the brook. We built shacks. It was hard to git the poles out
cause the water was so low; the poles broke and everything.
IX, HOME
We started cutting veneer. We stayed home one summer and
winter while we cut veneer. We sold the veneer to Bud England
through Tom Pingree. The men who worked with us was my father,
Jesse and me. Also there was Baby Michaud, Harold Pelletier,
Norman Hughes and Albert Walker. We cut near home up to the
Head-of-the-Rapids.
X, NIGGER BROOK (now called Pelletier Brook)
We cut veneer wood for Tom Pingree. There was my father,
Jesse and me and Norman and Elbridge McBreairty.
XL TWO BROOKS
This was on the Allagash River. We cut veneer for Tom Pingree.
We cut up the brook about a mile from the road. We fixed up Edward
Belanger's camp and built a couple. In one crew Jesse and George
McBreairty cut and Elden Gardner was the teamster. In my crew,
Clifford Pelletier and Bert O'Leary cut and I was the teamster.
Delbert and Lloyd cut but they didn't have no horse so Elden and I
hauled for them.
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XII, JOHNSON BROOK
This was on the Little Black River. We cut veneer wood for Bud
England. Walter Mullins was the boss. Walter had a set of camps
there already. My mother cooked for us. In my crew there was my
father, my brother, Roy, and Herb Walker and I drove the horse.

XIV. JOHNSON BROOK
This time we cut cedar poles for telephone poles for the
Northern White Cedar Pole Co. My father and Roy had one horse and
Herb Walker and I had the other.
Then my father, Frank, quit the woods. He was gitting older. He
sold one horse and the other died. I started out on my own. Now it's
in the '40s. It was hard. I bought a horse. I lived to Will Jackson's
for a few years. My father gave me a shed. I hauled it down to where
it is now. It was 18x22. We lived there and it was cold. Then we built
a cabin out of logs sawed on 3 sides. It was 18x36 - two rooms. Then
we added a bedroom - 16x22. That was nice and warm.

XV, CARIBOU
We moved to Caribou for 3, or 4, years. The building rotted
because of the weather and rain beating against it. So when we come
back we jacked up the old building that Grandfather Will Walker had
built. It was over 100 years old. It was up the Frank McBreairty road
about 1/4 mile this side of Donald's. We put some big skids,
runners, under it. Lennie Kelly and Tunny McBreairty hauled it
down. We gut stuck at Roy Hafford’s. The runners went down in the
ground and gut stuck. It was there about 4 days. The cops were after
me. Hubert Gardner and Pike Kelly hauled it down to Guy Kelly's
gravel pit with their trucks and Guy hauled it down to the field where
it is now. We had a hard time. The Maine Public wouldn't let me bring
it down because it was above their lines. I had to knock the roof off,
two good board roofs. I could only put one roof back on and shingle
it because a lot of the boards broke.
XVI. LITTLE BLACK
We cut at the mouth of Johnson Brook. We cut logs there for
Charlie Henderson that summer. We made landings and put them
on the bank of the river. We lived in a tar-paper shack.

XVII, LITTLE BLACK
This was up Johnson Brook at Walter Mullins camp. We cut
logs for Bud England and Matheson together. Uncle Sam and Willie
Walter was the jobbers and Rhoda Walker cooked for the crew.
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XVIII, HENRY HUGHES SWAMP
This was up the Johnson Brook Road. You cross Johnson
Brook and go left towards Rocky Mountain. I'm not sure how it gut
its name but it's a big, muddy swamp. There was 4 horses. John
Walker and I had one. My father, Roy, and Sam Walker had one.
Lincoln Walker and Nelson Hughes had one and Lester Jandreau
and Murray Walker had the other. We cut logs that summer and
yarded them for Bud England. Ross Henderson bulldozed the road.
They hauled out with trucks. Lester and Willie Walker and Junior
Morrison hauled the logs out.

XIX, POKWOK
We drove there. They had big crews. They had nice camps they
built themselves. This was about 15 miles up the brook. Leanne and
my mother cooked there. All the medicine we had was Golden Oil and
Aspirin. They used native herbs for laxative. Uncle Bill McBreairty
was there with his family. It was just like home. In the camp there
was my father, Elbridge, Bill, Jesse, me, Lester Walker, and Uncle
Tom McBreairty had the horses. "Spotted" Jack Gardner was the
walking boss. The ones that had crews was my father and Aaron
Jackson, Walter Mullins and Hamp Jackson. They drove there.

XX, SEVEN ISLANDS
Irvin Jackson and I went to drive for Conrad Poulin. Pete Harvey
was there. Charlie Gardner Jr. and his dad were on the drive. The
water was so low we came home. Poulin had them peel poles in the
river up there. Donald McBreairty, Irvin Jackson and my father was
up to Priestly Brook. There was a little camp there. They went up to
see Poulin about a job. He had taken his wife out to Canada. She was
sick. They fished for a few days, big fish at Priestly Brook. Poulin
didn't come back so they left.
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MY GRANDFATHER'S HOUSE
My Grandfather died so I never knowed him. We lived in my
grandmother's house. She was an OAKS. He was Jim McBreairty
and he married Abbie Oaks from New Brunswick. They had this big
house. There was 4 parts to that house. Well, 5, in a way, because
it had a big dining office
built on the side of it.
And that was cold. Oh,
that was cold! We had
stovepipes in that
house. There must have
been 12 or 14 joints from
the stove to the roof. We
stayed in that old house.
They kept all the poor
boards to put in the roof
and the heat, of course,
would go rate out. But
them was what they
called "wainy boards".
They used to run 'em off
the logs, and they built
a roof with that. Then
they used the bark and
Frank McBreairty House.
cedar shingles and
shingled that. They put bark between the boards. So that was cold.
They had them days, they didn't call it an attic. You went
upstairs and you could go over the kitchen part or you could go in
that upper room that was built on the upper side. That's what they
called "collar boards" up there. You could go up a few steps on the
ladder and them boards was just laying loose on there. They'd rattle
if you walked on them. We never went up there very often. It was an
old house and it was really cold. It was maybe built by my grandfa
ther. It was built maybe in the days of the frolics. You know how they
all built you a house and they built that house there. It was a big
ranch house.
The Oakes used to come over there to dance once in a while.
That house had running water in it. The spring was up on the hill.
It's still there. They've destroyed it now - the younger generation.
The pipe come down, was buried through the corner, up through the
floor, and the pipe come up, had a bend in it, then down. That run
in a barrel and they had the waste pipe stuck out the wall so it run
over.
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That old house was cold and all it had for insulation between
the boards was bark. It was such a cold house that sometimes the
water would freeze and run on the floor. It was cold there in that
house, very cold.
We lived there a long time in that house and, you know, some
winters our nearest neighbors was Joe Kelly's. All there was was a
path we walked on in the snow. You know, if there’d been a fire, or
something with the children, we never would've made it. Now, some
of us wouldn't have. Maybe some would but to get up and get ready
and a house burning, you know, it would've been hard.
That's the only road we had in the winter. They've move to the
woods to the Uncle Joe place and the Walker place, Will Walker's.
Ann Kelly would always have a girl, or two, stay with her when Joe
went to the woods. So we had to walk down there once in a while to
get our mail. Not all the time but sometimes. That made it tough, you
know.
The old oil lamps didn't give that much light but it was good
enough. It was what we had. It was long before electricity. I don't
know when that house was built but it was a long time ago.
We had a stock of 6 head of cattle and 8-10 sheep. Them had
to be taken care of and fed and it was cold. We had some young cattle
and lots of hay and a big old barn. We cut a lot of hay. We had a big
rack. We had a low wagon, what they called a "suven". Other wagons
had a straight x and a high body but that one was made low. You put
a hay rack on that, men didn't have to lift so high. You had a road
through your stack of hay and a man on each side throwing that hay,
one and one, on the load. Then there was a man on the hay rack for
the horse and one with a hand rake. They got every spear that they
could get off the ground and that went in the barn. Then we used to
have to go to the island and cut a lot of hay there. Uncle George
McBreairty owned half of the island. He’d take what he wanted and
my father, we used to take what he left. Then we'd go to the head of
the island and cut what they called "blue joint". We had to mow that
by hand and it wasn't easy to mow. Look, we'd hay there three
weeks, or more. It was a lot of work, you know. We had lots of hay
in that big, old barn and we took care of that through the winter till
my father would get home.
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GRANDFATHER WALKER'S HOUSE
This was a very cold house. That's the one I'm in now. We put
that on skids. They wouldn't let me bring it down. The Maine Public
Service said it was too high for the lines. The telephone men said,
yuh, they could raise their lines but the Maine Public wouldn’t. I
knocked the roof off that so it made it the road limit.
I wanted to tell you about Grandmother Walker. She was a
Hafford. Alf Hafford was her brother. There was Will and Alf and
Arch and Sarah was her brothers and sisters. Grandmother was a
nice woman. She never talked about people unless it was something
good. She saw a lot of hard times. She worked hard and never had
anything. Of course, them days, none of us had much. Boys, oh
boys, oh boys! She had a son there who took the place over when
their dad died. He made some pretty good money but he never did
nothing for her. That was a sin. I don't need any of them now.
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CHEMQUASSABAMTICOOK
NOTE: The local people generally pronounce this word as
Sibemsicook.

There were 6 pair of horses there. The Bishops were there. Percy
Jackson, Lester Walker and Bouchard had a team and an old guy
from Fort Kent
and then there
was a company
team.
They
moved that in
the spring, all
them groceries
and everything I
had. There was
a great big camp
at the mouth of
the brook and
Sam
Noble
Francis and his horses in 1939.
watched that
camp all summer. When you'd be going up the river in a canoe and
motor you'd get to - there wasn't so many bushes, no bushes like
there is now. That was all cleaned off, that bank - but you could see
him git up from his camps and walk down to the river there. Up at
the Simmons Farm, that was Fred Easty and Tom Gibson.
They traveled from the Michaud Farm over to the dam someway
and went into Canada to git their groceries.
We'd go up Big Black. We had to go up Big Black. I went up there
different times on a drive, the pole drive. So we had cut some poles
and there was a man above the dam, LeClair, a Canadian, cut a lot
of poles up there. When we went up one year to raise the gates and
sluice poles through, Louis Robichaud was tending that dam, been
there a long time. Tom Gibson was over there with him. So Tom
helped us raise the gates. They were hard to raise. There was Irvin
Jalbert and Jesse and them other ones. They was young and they'd
git to raising the dickens. They gut a long pry and they gut poor old
Tom Gibson. They said, "Nowyou git way out on the end, Tom. You're
a big heavy man. You git way out there to the end."
They gut to surging up and down on that pry. His feet was clear
half the time. When they stopped, he gut a chance, he jumped off.
"You bunch of dirty people!" he said.
He used to be over to the dam. He lived with Fred Easty. But that
guy there, Louis Robichaud, he tended that dam for years and years
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and years.
We was cutting veneer wood, staying home and cutting veneer
and he moved down. He was a sickly man. He stayed to our place
two, or three times. The ice had run and piled up. They come down
to Nazaire's and gut across the river there, went around the point
walking. Lloyd brought him down. Lloyd had a car below the
Allagash and he had the old man go around there to his car and he
took him to Fort Kent. He was a sick man. He died. We never heard
tell of poor old Louie Robichaud again. He told some awful stuff.
Well, he told some stories.
There was a big fire up there that he helped, he ... I can't git
the man's name but the other man, Rocky McGraw! Rocky McGraw
and Louie Robichaud set the fire and they burnt thousands and
thousands of that man's pulpwood. I think Henry Hughes had cut
up there. He cut a lot of pulp. He had a lot of pulp and they gut in
trouble with the boss man, Frazier. How I know it was Frazier, my
father found a stamp and hammer on the land and the handle in it,
both ends had F in it. He stamped the ends of the pulp, you know.
He stamped all his poles with F. Then they must have gut in trouble
with that boss man that cut all the pulp. Maybe it was Henry
Hughes, I don't know. But they didn't git all the pay, or something,
and they saut the whole thing afire and you know that pulp, like if
it was held over, something that was drying, burnt pretty fast. Oh,
that was a big disaster. But you know, I don’t know if they gut him
but Louie Robichaud told Papa. He said, "Rocky McGraw give me the
matches and put me up to it but I set the fire. It was us two men that
made the big burn." He didn't dare to tell that for years.
Fred Deschaine was a deserter. He lived up along there for years
and years. Fred and Tom was at the Simmons Farm and he partly
run them two old people out. Well, they was gitting along in years.
They was gonna have to move out anyway but he put them out of
there and took the farm over for years. I don't know what become of
him. He come down here, cut pulp awhile for Lull to the rapids till
he gut old.

Chores
We was gitting ready for winter, cleaning up, fencing, getting
work done before haying. After that was done, fall come along and
my father went to the woods to work for Vin McBreairty at the Headof-the-Rapids. We had cut our winter’s wood, mostly, and sawed and
split it and piled it in the woods. We had a spare horse, home, and
I was left there to git the wood and do the chores. We had quite a few
head of cattle. I done the chores and hauled the wood out to the
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house. Jalberts had work up at the Head-of-the-Rapids and they
had all their hay and oats stored at Joe Kelly's in a big store shed
there. Every once in awhile I’d take them up a load of hay and oats
with the horse.
So, we gut by that winter and, of course, it was an awful cold
winter. The men had to walk from Vin’s to the Head-of-the-Rapids
to work. They went up on our side of the river to the Head-of-theRapids. Papa and Clint Hughes worked with my father s team up
there. I stayed home. Some nights Uncle George McBreairty and
Uncle Albert would stay with us. It was a long walk, hard, cold, cold
winter and they would stay all night with us and go back up in the
morning. That was hard for those folks to travel so far from Uncle
Vin's to the Head-of-the-Rapids. So they gut that Job done.
They put in the landings and drove the lumber that spring.
Then we had the same old jobs around the place to do again.
The next winter our father cut lumber just back of our place on
what we called Sinclair Book. We worked there a winter on Sinclair
Brook. Papa had a crew of men there. He had Jesse and Percy, Clint,
Delbert Walker, Uncle Elbridge and himself. Sometimes I was with
him awhile. Then I had to come out to do the chores.
That year went by and we went to Sibemsicook that winter to
cut for Will Cunliffe. Well, Will's son had the Job that winter. Nick.
So we went there. There was 6 pair of horses. He had the Bouchard
brothers from Fort Kent, Nazaire and Paul. He had Herb Walker and
his two boys. I don't know just where they was from but they was
Morneaus, Joe and Perly Morneau. They worked for us that winter
on Sibemsicook. The Walkers were there with their own team. There
were 5 of the Walkers and they had other men to make up the crew.
The Bishops were there, all of the Bishops. The Bishops had Frankie
Walker and a Marquis with them in their crew. Mineas Pelletier was
there with a pair of horses. I didn't know his crew, Just when I saw
them there at the camp. There was a company team there belonged
to Mr. Cunliffe. There was 3-4 men had those. They done some
bridging on the tote road and they had to drag in logs in their spare
time. They'd bring in wood to the camp, saw it, split it and cord it up.
So that was a long cold winter. We landed logs there at
Sibemsicook and it was a very cold winter. We had a good cook there
and lots of good music. The Bishops took a fiddle and a guitar.
Someone fixed up an old door to take in the men's camp for a man
was there, a Plourde was there, a good dancer, and he jig-danced on
that door. George Bishop played the fiddle and Roy, the guitar. We
had a good time there. Some of the men played poker and we put that
winter in. We yarded a lot of logs and hauled them off the yards.
That's the way the lumber camps went there.
That was my first really winter to go in the woods and stay all
- 13 -

winter and work. I liked it. It was a nice place - good place to work.
We had lots to eat. There was a toter there to bring in the groceries
from out to the mouth of Sibemsicook. There was a depot there
where all the stuff was brought and left. That's what I remember of
that winter.
So we come home that spring. My father bought a horse frotn
Jake Escovitz. We worked around there that spring and the first part
of summer and then we went to Popple Island. Jesse and Ellis
Hughes was cutting a few poles there for Bud England. We were
staying in tar-paper shacks at the bank and we slept in George
Bishop's bam in the hay. We cut and twitched in poles there. We had
Grover Walker, there, with his horse. We worked there the summer.
Towards fall we gut Elmer Walker. There was Jesse, Elmer Walker
and I all started to build a camp in there. So we was working on the
camp when Papa came. We built and we stayed there the winter,
working, cutting poles and ties. We had my father, Jesse, me and
Albert Walker. We cut there, and after awhile, Albert left there and
went somewhere else. Clint Hughes come and worked there the
winter.
In the spring we rafted those poles and we put the ties rate on
the raft of poles. Ernest Walker was there. We had some poles, some
cedar, rate out on the bank of the river to hew in ties and Ernest
Walker was hewing ties and we was rafting. Albert Walker and Elmer
and Jesse and I was rafting. My father and I was hauling that stuff
into the river for them and helped roll over the hill and they was
rafting. Edgar Walker was cooking. He was a good cook, too. We'd
walk to the camp, it was just a step, we'd walk to our camp for our
dinner. They worked there that spring till we gut done rafting. We
gut that little job all finished up and towards fall Verdie come there
to cook for us. That was the end of that rafting and running them
poles in. That was for Bud England in St. John.
The next summer we bought another horse and started up the
St. John River. We had a boatload of stuff towed to Big Black. Not
a full load. Just a small load of hay and oats and stuff. We worked
on Big Black just a short time, a month, or so. Then we come over
and went up the St. John River to the Burnt Brow. That’s a couple
of miles above the point of Big Black. When we gut to that point of
Big Black, we built a nice shack at Burnt Brow. We started in there
for the rest of the summer. We had a good place there to work. It
seemed like it was very nice weather.
Them days was a lots different from today. We used to eat, in
the long days of summer, we had 2 little lunches in the woods. We
boiled a kittle. Everything was just as dry as it could be. We'd move
dry sticks and the leaves and we'd boll the kittle. After we did, we'd
make sure the fire was all out. That's what we done all summer.
- 14-

There never was a fire. We never had a water tank up there, nor
nothing.
There was lots of good fishing along the St. John. Today it's all
changed around so you can't hardly take any tea with you in a
thermos. There's so many watching you. Everything has changed
around.
There was only one wire went up, clear up to Canada, I guess,
for the telephone. Mrs. Ouellette, she was tending central to Big
Black and the call went through there. It was a big change in the
times. Now, the roads and everything. Anywhere they want to go. In
them days, it was Just the canoe, or walk. We made many trips there
walking up and down with horses. Anyway, we cut poles there till it
begun gitting cold, real cold. Frosty nights. So we done up every
thing and come down from there and stayed home, a little while, not
too long.
Then we went back up and started to build a little set of camps
to Basford Brook. Roland Beaulieu come along and he wanted a job.
So there was Papa and Herman, Uncle Bill and me and Roland
Beaulieu. We built the camps and started cutting poles. After we gut
started cutting poles, there was a Canadian come along. He wanted
a job so Papa give him a job swamping on the main road and putting
logs in the brooks so when the snow come the main road would be
good for hauling. We had Jennie and Lillian up there at Basford with
us, cooking. It was a long ways. We cut poles the winter and we had
a good time. Uncle Elbridge come up and helped us at the last, get
our poles out and git them landed.
Then in the spring there was a lot of snow. Hamp Jackson had
worked for the dam at Big Black and Sarah Jackson was there,
Charlie's wife, and Parker Henderson. They came across from the
Simmons Farm and walked down to our camp. It wasn't too far. They
come with us as far as Jandreau’s and somebody picked them up
there. We come on down with the horses. That was the end of that
winter job.
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MY PARENTS
I'd like to speak a little bit about another thing. My father and
mother worked hard. My mother worked with my father, together,
very
hard
through thick
and thin. My fa
ther
and
I
worked Mother
very
hard
through those
hard
times.
They worked
through the de
pression, too. I
would like for it
to be sure to be
in my book.
Mother cooked
in the woods, in
lumber camps,
eight winters,
and two sum
mers. Very hot
summers. My
mother would
git up early in
the morning and
make biscuits
for breakfast,
hot biscuits and
Frank and Lucinda on their 50th anniversary.
beans
She

cooked cake and cookies and pies. That was for the crew. It was good
for hard-working men to fill up on so they could do a big, hard day's
work.
My father would be up ahead of my mother. He'd have the stove
hot for hot buns, hot biscuits. The beans would be cooked the day
before. My mother took pride in cooking. She was proud of it to help
my father. They worked wonderful. They was a wonderful team
together. They worked for each other and took pride in each other.
My mother never cooked for big crews of men, mostly 10-12. On Fox
Brook where we had 4 pairs of horses and on Pokwok where we had
3 pairs of horses she had lots of hard work. She had help with the
dishes, set the table, sweep the floor. My sister was the helper.
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We worked to Young Brook one winter. There was my father,
Jesse, Everett Pelletier, Ellis and Clint Hughes and Irvin Jackson.
We fixed up Jalbert's old camps. We camped this side of Castonguay
Settlement and fixed those old camps. We cut lumber for Joe
Marquis. We worked all winter 5-6 men.
In the summer we went to Pokwok. We started out with horses
and with two wheels with a rack on it and had hay and a few
groceries and a big canvas. You know we didn't git to where we was
going that day. Of course, we was quite awhile gitting ready to the
river to go, but we went back there about 8 miles to the first. We just
took that big canvas and men drove some posts and put a pole and
made a big lean-to with that. Well, we had lanterns and they gut a
big fire after awhile but the midgets were so thick there that they
almost took us, horses and all. I never seen the like of that for
midgets, never, never. Well, I don't know how we stood it. There had
been an old set of camps there for I don't know how many years.
Sullivan's camps, I guess.
We worked there. We went on up the brook and built the shacks
for the men. We went on up the brook about four miles further (about
12 miles up) and we built a shack. We stayed in that shack and cut
poles for the summer. My father and Norman McBreairty, me,
Elbridge, Carl (Elbridge's boy) and George and Sam Hafford. Them
was of Cross Rock. We built that shack and we cut there the
summer. Then we went on up the brook about 3 miles further and
we camped on up the brook. We built a nice set of camps there.
They had 2 roofs of split shingles. We built an awful nice set of
camps and we was all there. My mother cooked up there. She had
Leanne with her up there.
My sister was the helper. She'd put fire in the men's camp so the
men would be warm when they come in from the woods. She'd sweep
the floors and straighten up the blankets on the bed as best she
could. That would be about all we had to say about the old woods,
that part of it.
The first winter my mother cooked in the woods, she cooked for
my father and Hamp Jackson on Little Black. They were young then
and had a lumber job up there.
Then my mother cooked at Nigger Brook. She cooked at Big
Brook. She cooked to Rockie Mountain and to Walter Mullins' camp.
Then she cooked home, a winter and a summer. She cooked to Cary
Bogan for a crew of men a summer. She cooked for a summer at the
Henry Hughes' Swamp. So she saw quite a bit of the lumber woods,
and cooking and heard quite a few stories about that. That was quite
a thing to work all those winters and stay rate with the woods for a
woman. There wasn't too many that would hang to it for to cook like
she did. She liked it and we were well pleased to have her for she was
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a good cook and she knowed the ways about lumbering and the
camps. She learned it well and started out young. She was along in
years when they gut done, her and my dad, both, when they was
done in the woods.
They lived a pretty good life. A long life together. My father was
80 years when he died and my mother was somewhere in her 90's.
They had a good time. It seemed like it come good for them to move
to the woods and cook for a crew all winter. The best of it was no
sickness and no doctors. We worked in the woods a great many
winters and no sickness, and no on gut hurt. A very little bit of
medicine was used in them days. Maybe a few Aspirin tablets, hot
ginger tea, or something, for a cold. No cough medicine nor anything
like that. People seemed to git by so good in them days. We can look
at it now. There's so many sick in the hospitals and out in the homes
for the elderly when they git "wore out". I'd say wore out but they
have a nice place to stay.
Comes a time in the lumber woods, on the river drives, and
them places, it wasn't easy. It was hard and people was tough,
rugged men in them days. There wasn't anything seemed to bother
them, or hurt them. They could stay in the cold water on the river
drives all day long. Long spring. They put in logs, rolled in logs and
they stayed and drove that lumber down their sections. They was
very lucky people. God was good to the people. He still is caring for
them but nowadays we have a lot of sickness.
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TWO-MILE
The next summer we went to Two-Mile. That's two miles below
the Simmons Farm. We went to Two-Mile and worked there. We had
3 horses there. My brother, Jesse, was there with a horse and he had
a couple men, Frankie and Lester Walker. My father had one horse
and we had Finny Gardner and Harry Taggett. That was with one
horse and the crew I had was Ephraim and George Hafford. Of
course, Uncle Bill and Papa and me and Herman was driving each
a horse. We cut poles. We cut all that summer, twitched in along that
river and we'd go to Johnson Brook. Nobody could get there only
with a canoe. Nobody hardly would travel on the river. It was nice
along the river, nobody, not too many travelers. We could fish and
have all the fish we wanted.
Besides that, every once in awhile we'd git a good, big raise of
water. We'd git a good big rain. The water would raise and away we’d
come down the river with them poles. We’d drive them clear down to
England's plant. That's where Stanley Pelletier built his American
Dream on there. Then we d go back to work awhile longer till come
another raise of water. We gut all our poles down to the plant. We
had some good summers. Baby Michaud cooked for us there. He was
a good cook.
We put in a long summer there taking the stuff up with a canoe
and motor. My father had a canoe and motor. My brothers, when
we’d need groceries, they'd come and tote it up there to us. We had
a good time. Somebody always going in the evening and catch a nice
trout for breakfast. We d have all the trout we could eat for break
fast. Of the whole crew, Uncle Elbridge was the fisherman. He'd do
the fishing and, all the while, maybe somebody would be with him
who liked to fish. Finny Gardner or Harry Taggett would fish, too. So
they kept us in fish anytime we wanted it. Nice mess of trout for
breakfast. We always had it. Baby was a good cook.
So that was about the end of pole-cutting up there. Old Aaron
cut poles up there and Walter Mullins. They begun to die out. They
kinda quit cutting poles and started in the veneer. I believe that's the
way it went.
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BASFORD BROOK
We went up to Basford and there we didn't have a very big crew.
We went up to Basford to camp and we took a boat with some stuff
in it, groceries, hay and oats. We put it in a building and we stayed
to Big Black. We walked up the old tote road to Basford and built the
camps. There was my father, Uncle Bill, Herman, Roland Beaulieu
and a Canadian there. He was a Blanchette. We built a set of camps.
Boy, it was a nice little set of camps. We stayed there the winter.
That's where, to that set of camps at Basford Brook, that Jennie and
Lillian cooked. We brought them down on a sled, down the ice.
Roland Beaulieu, in the fall he shot a deer. He came out of the
woods that night and I was splitting some dry wood. Roland came
and went rate by me. "Francis, that deer I shot,” he says, "I'm going
to go git some of that for supper. That'll be awful nice for supper.
That steak fried."
I said, "Sure, that'll be nice, Roland."
He went down in there, the tote road. There was a piece of woods
and Roland gut lost between the tote road and the piece of woods.
The piece of woods went rate out to the Burnt Brow, rate through a
landing where we had worked that summer. If he went this way, he'd
a had to go clear to the Simmons Farm. He'd a gut lost in there and
maybe never gut out. Anyway, we waited and waited for him to come.
But he didn't come, till late. Papa says, "You better go down to Big
Black where Roland's father is and tell him his son is lost." He says,
"We can’t go find him. It's late. We gut to let him know anyway about
his son. We don't know when he'll git back."
Anyway, we went down. Mr. Beaulieu had a little camp at the
point of Big Black. He was a trapper. He was trapping. He was in bed
smoking a pipe. So we knocked on the door and he said to come in.
We said, "Mr. Beaulieu, your son is lost in the woods. Roland, he's
been gone since Just before dark. He went in the woods to look for
a deer he shot and he never gut back. We don't feel too good about
it. We had to come and tell you."
"Oh," he said, "that's all right. When he gits hungry, he'll come
back." Well, he come back. It must have been after 12, or after. He
gut lost and worked his way down a ways but when it gut dark he
maybe went round and round. When he come to the tote road he
knew where he was and he come rate up there.

Traveling
The winter that we worked to Basford, we got ready to come
down out of there. We was done. Hamp Jackson worked on the dam
on Big Black that same winter. It wasn’t far from Big Black Dam over
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to Simmons Farm. So Sarah Jackson, that was Charlie Jackson's
wife, and Parker Henderson that worked up there for Hamp, they
come over and come down that spring with us. Him and I, we had one
horse ahead of the other hooked on a sled and the snow was deep.
We had Jennie and Leanne - and 1 think Lily was up there and she
took sick and they had to bring her down. So there was Jennie and
Alice. Alice went up with Jennie and they cooked. There was Jennie
and Alice and Herman, of course. He was ahead on the horse's back.
Jennie and Alice and me and Parker and Sarah was on that sled with
quite a bit of stuff, you know. That hauled hard in the snow. There
was a lot of snow.
It was coming dusk. It was gitting late in the afternoon. It was
snowing just as hard as it could snow. It was hard to go straight
because the horses slowed down in the snowstorm. We went twice
as far on ice as we should've if we had knowed. But Papa had went
back - came a ways with us - but went back to Big Black. Jesse was
working to Fox Brook. Papa called and asked him to come meet us
with his horse. When he come met us, he took the women and
Parker. I didn’t care how long it took me and Herman to get to
Didiemes. It was late when we got there, but if we'd a had them
women, you know, it would've been hard for them. We stayed all
night and the next day we come home.
The families up there were good to the travelers. Oh yes, the
very best. That Annie Jandreau and Mealie (Mullins), they was good.
You couldn't beat 'em. Annie put up a lot of men. They seemed to be
in the right place to pick up the men all over the country. Boy, she
was a good cook. You went there and they had plenty, summer or
winter. I don't know how they done it because, you know, it’s a long
ways by canoe. In the summer, lots of times, they had their own
hens, pork, and meat. They grew a lot of things. They could put up
- give you a good meal.
The winter we worked in Pokwok, we had bought the new team
and one was sick. I stayed out to Didiemes about three weeks before
that horse got so I could take him back in the woods and I stayed
there. Boy, they were nice. I almost learnt how to talk French. Never
did. Ellis Hughes could understand a lot of French. They wouldn't
let on but they could talk some English but you know Ellis Hughes
and his father worked a lot for Canadians and they learnt French.
Them Hugheses could all understand French. My gracious sakes,
Henry Hughes made some big cuts of lumber up the St. John to
Caron Brook. They claimed they named that brook, Caron Brook,
after Henry Hughes was there with 4 or 5 pairs of horses. He cut
lumber so far back from the river that it was so long and hard getting
them in, that it pretty near ruined the horses. They were so thin. Had
a hard time. They tell me they called it Caring Brook but I don't know
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if that was true, or not.
Then there was another place, Adam's Gilch. They claim an old
man worked there named Adams. Them brooks was all named after
someone but Chemquassabamticook and Pokwok. That's Indian
names. They was hard brooks, them was, you know, to work on. We
cut poles way up there.
You know Sam Jalbert told me he was on Little Black bringing
out a pulp drive and Little Black is the hardest place in the world
because it’s so flat. The high water put that pulp everywhere. He said
Richard Walker's son, Willie, was as strong a man as he had on the
drive lugging pulp. He said he’d be rate to his knees in the mud and
come lugging those junks, awful big. They lugged it on their
shoulders. Some would drag it if they couldn't lift it, or something.
They'd stick a pickaroon in that and drag it. That’s strong men like
Jalbert. He told us Willie Walker would lug just as big a junk as
anyone.
You know men was lucky, you know, on them rivers. It was
awful - them river drives. Dangerous. My brother Jesse, he was an
awful good river driver. There was a lot of good drivers, real good
drivers but they told about him. Willard Jalbert would tell this story.
There was a jam on a rock and you know they would jam up. They
put two men out there with Jesse. Willard said, you know how
Willard was, he said, "You needn't come after us because when
there's a last pole, I’ll be on it. I don’t know about McBreairty, but
the last pole comes off that rock, I'll be on it and I'll be gone. Don't
worry."
And it was true. He could go on logs but so could Jesse. They
rolled on the logs. The logs rolled off the rocks. Jesse heard all this,
you know. He was smart. He stayed rate with Willard and, by gosh,
there was two logs left and Jesse said, "Willard, you'd better grab
that one. I'm going on the next one."
Willard jumped on the log and was going. "Ah, I knowed that,
you dirty little sneak!" Willard hollered to Jesse. The last log rolled
off. They could go on a log. Didn't bother them a bit. Boys oh boys!
To hear them tell that. There's always a Jalbert story. Oh, the
Jalberts, they were smart. Boy, I'm telling you, boy, George Kelly
was a smart man on a log. He was always somewhere. Bill Mc
Breairty and, boy, the Walker boys, Grover and Elmer, was awful
good. Not afraid of anything. Not afraid of water. Grover couldn't
swim a big but he'd be out there picking lumber, you know. Oh yes,
there was a lot of good men on the drive. There was some good, some
awful good Canadian drivers, too. Oh yes, there were.

Camps
Those camps, the way they were built would make the young
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men of today laugh, you know, because they built them camps and
they put the bunk across one end. For the top and the bottom across
for the crew you had. Then to the foot, where you'd come off that
bunk, your feet went on what was called a "deacon's seat". That’s
where they'd set in the evenings.
So those hinges was made. They didn't have real hinges. They'd
make them round. I can show you how they made them hinges and
put them on the door and went out it made a noise.
You know them camps was built so the ribs come together and
all the shingled roofs, all the roofs, men's camp, hay shed, all split
shingled. They split all them shingles. Just when they'd get the ribs
on the camps, they'd start splitting shingles. Well, they'd have quite
a lot split ahead anyway. Then they'd start - put one - well, the first
roof was shingles..., split. Then we'd lay poles on them shingles to
hold 'em down, tight there. Then we’d lug ground up a ladder and
dump it on the shingles. Then they'd put the poles again and another
roof of shingles on top of that. See, the first roof was just to make it
warm. Them were nice cedar shingles.
Then they had a sink, pail of water and a big stove. Poles around
the stove to hang your things on to dry. Then you went out the door
and you came between the camps. They called that the "dingle". The
wall was set back, way back to the hovel. Like the hay shed was
covered rate to the end. The men s camp made one end of your hay
shed. So they called that place between the camps the dingle. The
barrel of oil set off there. The molasses barrel and pork barrel set
there. Then you went into the cookroom. Long table, pretty long
table. Those camps were nice. Nice and warm, you know. You'd go
out of that men’s camp in the morning and the water in the pail, that
wouldn’t be froze when you come in at night. Boy, they were nice. I
know the one’s we stayed in were nice. Nobody stayed in the men's
camp in the day. Some places the cook would make a fire but not in
our men's camp. It would be warm - a big barrel stove. In just twenty
minutes that would be hot, you know. Oh yuh. We had lots of good
dry wood.

Sleds
The young guys like Mark or my son, they know about them.
Those sleds, you know, had rockers on them. Then the runners were
made. There was "raids" on the runners. There was rollers in those
sleds. What we called "gudgeons" would go through the runner and
into the roller and then a pin would go in there. Then your guide
chain would be hooked on that, go to the front sled. They had "starts"
from each side of the bench of their sleds where the bench was
dropped in there. That was "starts". The ones that stood up on each
side was called "starts". The ones that lay flat and go through the
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runner and into the roller was the "gudgeons". Then they had a pin,
bolt or spike there.
I have a set of sleds put together and I am harnessing a team.
It's a little set of
bobsleds and a
box. They have
sideboards
throw the stuff
in that. I did
make a set of
sleds myself and
put logs on that.
I’ll show you the
picture. But my
son saw that
and he had to
have them to put
on his fireplace.
I’m gonna har
ness a pair of
horses to put on
this
bobsled
with a box on it.
Then the next
one is gonna be
loaded
with
logs. Then I'd
like to have
them so when
they have that
time at the
school I want to
bring
them.
That'll be some
thing different,
you
know.
Models of sleds and harnesses made by Francis

Splitting Shingles
They'd cut them cedar, twitch them into the camp and they cut
them. I suppose the shingles would be three feet because they put
the ribs on their camp. They put them ribs-first, there was the wall,
then the next rib went up so far and the next went up so far, etc.
Then they had to cut them shingles so they'd all overlap. They'd split
them shingles. You'd be surprised how fast they could split a roof.
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They had froes. For me to think it took a lot of skill for them to build
a camp because they had to know how to notch. You rolled the log
in it and if it didn't fit you rolled it out and made it a little thinner.
The log maybe would have to be canted a time ahead, or back. They
had to do that pretty fast or they'd never gut one built. But they
could do that good. The corners would be just as square inside them
camps.
Sometimes they took two big poles. The roofs, you know,
wouldn't be very high, and they put rungs in that. They put shingles
close enough together to hold the ground. They throwed the ground
on that. Then a man on each end would take that, and that ladder
was long enough so they could walk rate up and dump that. If they
was kinda gitting sick of that, they'd take the horse pails. The horse
pails was big, 24-quart pails. They'd put that ground in it. They'd
each lug a pail up on the roof and spread it, you know. It just had
to be about so thick. Then they put poles again and put the other roof
so it wouldn't leak. There was a lot to it but it went fast.
They would just run and pick up any cedar. It had to be nice and
straight. They called it a white cedar with thin bark. They'd cut a
junk of that and they’d start the froes in it. They made wedges and
if it didn't split clear down, you stuck a wedge in it and hit that. They
stood them up to split 'em. And the froe was made, you saw them.
The handle was crooked in it and it was made on a bevel. They had
wooden mauls to hit that iron so it wouldn't spoil the froe. My father
always kept two of them. I had one and I lent it to Edgar Walker and
I never gut it back. It was all right. I guess Donald gut it. That was
something that anyone should've kept, you know, but it's quite a
story.
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FOX BROOK
The winter we worked in Fox Brook, we gut done in there and
hauled our stuff out to the river to Joe Marquis' camps. We moved
home and in a few weeks, we moved back up. We couldn't cross our
horses on the ice, so my father hired a horse from Cy Hafford and we
went to Fox
Brook.
We
peeled
poles
there all spring.
My father had
that
horse.
When we peeled
the poles, he'd
haul them out,
while we was
peeling and we
could roll in
some more. My
father and I was
there. Lloyd Mc
Breairty, Irvin,
Percy and Fred
Jackson and
Alphonse
Gagnon peeled
poles there that
spring. Two of
my
sisters
cooked there,
Leanne
and
Jenny.
We
Francis' Team
stayed there all
spring. It was nice there with long sunny days. It was nice to work
there at the poles.
That was one way to git them poles down the river. It was easier
to bring them poles down after they was peeled. That winter we
worked on Fox Brook, my brother and I bought a truck to Jake
Escovitz's - a 1938 truck. We hauled poles from Fox Brook to
England's plant in St. John. They had a big place there to unload
where the train come in with the cars - set the cars. We’d truck poles
down the ice. We didn't have trailers in the winter then. They didn't
have the roads plowed much in the winter then like they do now. No
sand on the roads...so we used a sled behind the truck for a trailer.
We put 10, or 12, poles on and come down. We hauled poles there
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that winter till the ice begun watering up and we had to stop
trucking. That's how come we went back and peeled there.
Then we went to work for Walter Mullins. We went up Little
Black to Cary Bogan, and we cut there a summer. We come down to
Johnson Brook and we camped there and worked for Walter on Little
Black, cutting poles. That was when the poles was just about getting
done. They had quit buying and that was the end of the Northern
White Cedar Pole Co. They quit buying and that was the end.
Then my father took a pair of horses and his sons, Donald,
Jimmy and Roy, and went and worked all winter for Tom Pingree on
Nigger Brook. That was about the end of Tom Pingree on his pole job.
He had been cutting poles but he gut done that winter. He never cut
no more poles.
That was, cutting poles, was a good job, a nice clean job. That
lasted quite awhile but it had come to an end and we had to look for
other work.

Yarding
Yarding logs was quite a job. Logs had to be put up right so
when we hauled them off the yards in the winter, they would be easy
to git. Them yards had to be started with big logs on the ground. My
father tried to git long logs, big old logs that we wouldn't have to load
on the sled. They'd be left rate there. Then we'd put skids across
them that we was gonna load our logs on for yarding.
That was quite a thing. We had to have a wire line, three blocks
and a chain that rolled the logs on was called a "parbuckle". They
had the parbuckle block, the tree block (block in a tree), and then
the other one that was tied on the ground solid to a tree for the wire
to go through. That was called a "snatch block". Then when you
hooked the horses on the end of that wire, and that went ahead, that
started rolling up the skids - what they called the "standards". Those
logs rolled up on the skids on the yard. When the log came on the
yard, the teamster stopped his team and unhooked that wire. The
yard tender would take that parbuckle and he'd pull it back down
on the ground. He'd straighten it out there and have it already for
another log the teamster would bring in. Then the yard tender would
take his peavy and roll that log back. When they were just starting
the first tier, he'd just roll it a ways so it would hold the skids nice
and straight. Then, according to when the team brought the logs in,
it begin to fill up. Then the yard tender begun to roll those logs back
to the "block tree". The yard tender would roll that log back to that
tree. Then he'd keep rolling 'em, twitching 'em in and roll 'em up
those standards up on the next log. That was the tier he filled. He'd
just put that up on there and 2 more skids. Then the team would
come in with another twitch and they’d roll that rate up till they filled
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that yard. That yard would be 10-12 tier high of logs. That would be
high.
They kept cutting the front down. They had something built at
the front of that yard that was called "the table". The logs come out
off the front of that yard and hit on that table and that table was the
height of the sleds, or maybe a little bit higher. That log would come
off that table and it would hit on the sleds. Then the yard tenders
would send down another one. The yard tenders would come down
and help the teamsters till they loaded that rate on. They helped the
teamsters till they loaded that team. They loaded those horses
heavy. There was another pair waiting for 'em. Sometimes there was
two pairs of horses and sometimes only one pair. They’d wait till
they’d git everything already. When my father only had one pair, the
yard tenders would git all the logs straightened out and ready so
when the team come back they could load those horses quick. They
wouldn't be too long loading a team and they'd go again.
In the woods, in them days, there was a lot of snow to shovel off
the yards but that was the way the yards was put up. Hauling them
logs, when you come to the bottom of them, well, you just had your
tier, the bottom of the yard it was started on, you know, the logs that
were no good and they didn't have to bother too much. Sometimes
you couldn't do that but, lots of times, that's the way my father
rigged the yard. So, that was the good old days.
They worked. Take the horses out in the morning with a lantern
and put them in the hovel at night. They'd light the lantern and put
the horse in. We worked a long day and it was cold. They had to walk
sometimes quite a long ways to git to the yard but it didn't take them
too long to git there and they'd go at it again the next day. In the
morning you could hear them hovel doors and camp doors. The men
would be opening them, swinging them back and forth, in the early
morning or at night. You’d hear them doors squeaking in the frost
and in the cold. I don't know how far you could hear them doors, but
you could hear them to the men's camp, the cookroom and the hovel.
It was cold in the morning when you could hear them. Somebody
would git up and start opening the doors. Then everybody would git
up. It was quite a thing.
That winter on Fox Brook, when we worked there, George
McBreairty almost gut killed. He gut hurt awful bad. You know,
them sleepy spells he had, that's what done it. A big stub almost
killed him. You know, him and Tom cut a pole and there was an ash
stub stood in the snow. It must've been thirty feet tall. When they cut
the pole, it brushed by that stub but it still stood in the snow. They
limbed the pole up and there was a knot, a limb broke out of the pole
made a notch. George was down here looking at that. If he'd a limbed
the pole and come back - that come rate down and struck him cross
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the shoulders. Pretty near killed him. They gut him up to the camp,
brought him down with the horse to Lenny Kelly's and, I think, Mel
McBreairty met him there with a truck and took him to the doctor.
I think the doctor, that would be Albert, Dr. Albert.
That same spring they left me and Will Jackson and Lloyd
McBreairty to move out from them camps. We made two trips there
with a horse and with the log sleds with the rack on it. We made two
trips out to the river to Joe Marquis' camp and put our stuff in there.
They were good camps. We was moving from back camp out to the
river. That night just coming dusk there was a great big thunder
shower and that was in March. That day had been just as clear. The
sun shined and it melted. That night was a big thunder shower. Well,
it scairt me and Lloyd. Will Jackson said he was kinds scairt. But to
see that thunder shower in the winter! I never saw anything like
that. When the lightning would come, it would light all up on the
snow. I'm tell you that was something. I had never saw that before,
nor after. That was something. The next day we come down the river
on the ice with horses. So you can see the ice was in and there was
lots of snow and that thunder shower come. Funny thing. That was
it on Fox Brook.
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LANDINGS
Them landings would have to be all put in, rolled in the river.
That was dangerous. Some of those landings were high. The men
knew how to cut that notch to start the number 1 log, and watch for
the next one. One
man had to hold
that log. A man
would take an axe
and cut that notch
out that was hold
ing that number 1
log on the landing
and they 'd start roll
ing them in. They'd
roll 'em in fast.
Some places there
was nice landings
put in and some
places they were
very hard. It took a
lot of men to roll and
dig them logs, chop
them out of the ice
in the spring where
they’d freeze in that
winter. That would
git going. There'd be
a lot of men on the
drive. The drive
Landings
would keep agoing
till it gut to wherever they was taking it to St. John to the mill. Then
that part of it gut over, too. They quit logging. Quit driving. No more
lumber in the river. They went to trucks then. They started trucking
the logs and they're trucking ’em rate up till today.
They would start those logs on a solid bar. Then they would roll
those logs over the hill and build the landings, see. They’d swing the
logs, roll on the landings, unload their sleds just like as if this was
the river. They'd unload their sleds and then they'd start building
the landings. They'd skid them, they called it skidding them, they'd
skid them rate up to the top. The horses would come out and they’d
skid those logs rate up. Sometimes they would build them higher
than the road where the horses was coming. Then they'd go ahead
to another set of landings. They'd have two or three set, end to end,
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that they made ahead. Then they'd build them landings, well, that
would be the last of working in the spring.
Then the next Job would be to roll them all in so they put them
logs out, they'd roll them logs out - that's the skids. Them logs was
all laying on in tiers. Then they put two more. They'd have to have
them more than one. They’d put another length and another length
till the log on the end would be notched, so they couldn't roll out,
see. Then in the spring when they started to roll them in, some man
would pry that log out of that notch. He had to cut that. Pry it out.
Then they'd cut that notch so the log wouldn't drop in it and they'd
roll them in pretty fast. They had all kinds of trouble trying to roll
them in. Some of them logs would get piled up in front of them in the
water. They'd have to stop, take a batteau and some men and roll
them away. If the water was pretty fast, them logs would go, but if
it was dead water, them logs, they'd like to stay and hung back.
When they'd get in a pile, the men would have to go down and work
them out.
The landings would be on a hill. The hill couldn't be too high.
They'd try to pick a good place where there wouldn't be too many
trees to cut to make the landing. Oh, they knew what they was doing.
Yes, they did. Some, sometimes once in awhile, would git drowned
but I don't think anyone - I never heard of anyone. I knew of a man
on Carter Brook, that's just beyond the Head-of-the-Rapids, that
was killed. They had that high yard of logs and he went to cut the
tree. That tree was the "block tree". In the fall when they was
blocking logs in the yard with horses, they'd fill them yards up.
When he went to cut that tree, see, and the log was laying there, it
fell rate on him. If he'd been watching himself it never would have
happened but it was just a kind of a late move. It wasn't stuck in that
notch good, see, or maybe they never notched it, thinking of getting
that tree. It's hard to say. Well, anyway, he was killed. That was done
in the spring after the ice run.

Booms
Not long after the ice run, they started putting out booms. That
was a big job and there was a lot of them to put out. Like up at the
Head-of-the-Rapids, they put one up at the head so it would keep the
rocks off the rocky point. That was a flat, flat place and most always
the logs going under, if the water was strong across the boom, big
jams would form on Rocky Point. That was just before you got to the
Head-of-the-Rapids. That rocky point was flat and the logs would
pile up there.
There'd be a section man there. I worked for Joe Kelly there, an
awful nice man to work for. That's the Joe that's living now. We work
what we could to try to keep it clear. Keep a channel through. Then
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when the rear (of the drive) would come, all the men would come and
took them off fast. Took 'er rate through. My father had a section
from the Rapids down to Little Black. Preston Hughes had one from
Little Black down to town. Then Rob Hafford took over. Yuh. There
was section men all along the river. We’d go down the shores and
make them logs go. I don’t know how far they'd go but the section
men, when their section was done, they were done unless they went
with the other guy.
I never had to sleep along the shore. When I was on the drive,
I was in a good tar-paper shack or else in a camp. I never was out.
The old-timers, you know. They'd make the big fire, take their socks
off wet, put them back on wet, maybe froze. But, you know, the last
few years wasn't so bad. I worked for my father. He began to get along
in years. He never put on socks like that, you know, because he
wasn't able. All of that, they were stopping that. That was in the days
of them big, tough, hard Jobbers, boss men. Oh, that went on, that
was true about the big blanket. I don't know how many men d git
under that. I've heard of it - thirty men. I never. I slept in shacks on
the drive, or on the river. Now on Pokwok there was a schoolhouse
we stayed in and that was a good place. We slept on the floor but it
was nice and dry. Then we could make it from Big Black down to
Didieme Jandreau's. It was a good place there to stay. Sometimes,
if we went by, we'd stay to the schoolhouse. Then we'd stay to Lee
Mullins. Then we could make it home.
On cedar pole drives, them went rate along pretty fast with a
raise of water. We couldn't bother with poles in low, low water. It's
different now. The river goes dry and it stays dry. But when we was
cutting those poles, we'd cut in the summer. We had a good idea, you
know, that there’d be a raise of water and, sure, there would be. It'd
be a good big raise of water.

Canadians
I worked one spring, me and Ellis Hughes. That was the older
Ellis. We went on the drive for Blanchette up Big Black. He had all
Canadians and Ellis and I. He had big, board buildings up there on
Big Black. He had a mill up there and sawed the lumber and built
those buildings. Nice big buildings. Big buildings because he had a
lot of men. Of course the officers would come along. (Immigration
officers) One time, we was to Big Black and there'd be a man, first,
I didn't know what was going on, he'd drop his peavy and make for
the woods. After awhile you'd see another and he'd be throwing his
peavy and running. Towards afternoon, there was only Ellis and I
and the boss left there. They'd all gone. The boss said to Ellis, "You
take your chum with you and go in the camp and git supper for us
three men."
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We went and Ellis was a jolly guy. He fixed us up some kind of
a supper. Anyway it was good. Big camp - just the three of us. Big
camp - maybe hold 40-50 men. After the officers, they did come.
Willard Jalbert and a couple of other guys. You see, George Ouellette
would notify when the officers were coming. George would know the
customs officers was coming. He'd motor rate up, it'd take him a
little while, and tell this. So that's why those Canadians' boss would
tell 'em at a certain time. Because they could have drove a long time.
They'd heard a motor coming anyway.
I was in bed that night, we was all in bed, and I felt someone
crawling in bed and covering up along side of me. Well, I never paid
no 'tention. When I woke up that morning, sit up, and I looked. It was
Willard Jalbert. "Ha! You didn't know I was gonna catch you!" he
said. Oh boy, that was comical. Willard, he was comical. Nice man.
Boy, it was comical sometimes. Willard told me, "I know Canadians
work here but what are we gonna do with a bunch of Canadians and
one canoe? We don't want to catch them. We're going up to Big Black
too." I don't know how far they was going. They was on a trip. They
didn't want to be bothered with them men. That was comical. They
had quite a time.

Joe Kelly and the Big Rapids
When I look at the old St. John River, my mind wanders back
to the pole drivers when we brought the poles down from Big Black.
We brought them from Three-Mile on Big Black and Two-Mile on the
St. John. They were little brooks. We seemed to be so contented and
satisfied. The old-time tar paper shacks on the drives. We'd take the
poles to Bud England's mill in St. John. The poles were all landed
in a boom there, then hauled out and loaded on cars. We never
notice how fast time goes by. We spent our time like a tale has been
told. We went on the rivers with canoes and towboats.
Now, I want to speak about Joe Kelly and the Big Rapids. I drove
with Joe Kelly three springs in the Big Rapids. Joe Kelly was a man
born and brought up in the Allagash. He worked all his life in the
lumber woods. He had crews in the rapids on those logs. There was
a lot of logs in the rapids. They'd run in on the low land and behind
big rocks. Joe Kelly was a man who would take a crew there and he
knew how to operate with them. He was a good operator. He was a
man who could take a crew in the woods and, rate off, everybody gut
to like him. When it come spring to go on the drive, it seemed like so
many of'em wanted to go to work for him. He'd take 12-14 men, and
maybe more, and he'd drive all spring in those rapids.
That was a bad, rough place. Lots of logs piled there but he'd
take his crew and put them to work the logs through over the rocks
and around them. Sometimes the water'd be on the inside along the
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rocks, gitting low, but he knew a way to keep that lumber going.
Sometimes it would Jam but there would always be a channel
through. It was a big job. Sometimes it would take a lot of men to
take the Jams out.
Joe Kelly was man that never guty disgusted. He never gut
worked up. He was a very, very level-headed man. He knew the river
and he knew batteaux very well. He knew the places men should be
to move logs. I worked with him there and he was a good boss.
Everybody liked him and they still do, what's left.
Joe Kelly was a man that knew dynamite and he knew the
danger of it. He knew where it should be and he knew the men to pick
out to use the stuff. They was careful, very careful, and knowed how
to use it. It was very powerful. He wouldn't let just anybody use it.
He had a picked crew and a big boat and motor. He had the crew go
out to those jams where it was piled on the rocks. They worked that
dynamite down as near as they could git near the bottom and in the
Jam in good shape. Then they'd jump in their boat and they’d take
off. We could see from where we was working from along the rocky
point down. We'd be on that rocky point a good many days. We'd be
there till the rear would come to help us git those logs from that flat
point. That flat, rocky point was a good place to pick up logs.
We put out booms at the head-of-the-rapids to shun that rocky
point. I remember one time we put the boom out there. It wasn't far
from below where Romeo Jackson lived. The old Aaron Jackson
place. The shore fast was a ledge, a ring in the ledge where the boom
was fastened to and it hung way down. One spring we put the boom
long enough to clear the rocky point but the strong water broke the
end off the boom and we lost 12-15 logs. That was along piece of
boom to lose but that come down through the rapids and hung up
somewhere down among them islands. A lot of the lumber went on
that rocky point but there was nothing we could do about it other
than work away. So we did.
Joe Kelly was a man that didn't bother him much. He didn't like
to see the boom break like that but there's powerful water there.
Those swells of water were taking the boom up and down and
swerving it back and forth. The swaying it couldn't stand. It had to
be new logs, and good logs, to stand that. The logs was gitting old,
what we was working with, and it just couldn't stand. It broke, a long
piece of it.
We kept on working there. They’d blow those jams with dyna
mite. When they'd put off a charge of that dynamite, they'd whoop.
Joe would be watching and he'd whoop to his crew and everybody
would make for cover along there, wherever they could git. I'd go way
back some place where I could see and there'd be logs 3-4 feet across
and maybe longer, go up. Sometimes you'd watch and think, "When
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is that gonna start coming back?"
When it did come down, it hit in the woods and you could hear
it breaking the brush when it hit. It'd be like big sticks of pulp, them
big logs, breaking off and going. That would settle the Jam a ways but
he had a crew just doing that. The rest of us worked along. Joe was
a very quiet operator. Good with men. He knew the rapids very well,
maybe better than any man in the Allagash. He lived rate at the foot
of the rapids and many days he was up to Walker Brook and them
places and further up to the head-of-the-rapids. So he knew what
the rapids was like.
There was quite a few rafts of logs and poles come through that
rapids, too, and men that was running rafts knew what the rapids
was like. It wasn't anything to play with. Men who had to come
through the rapids had to know where to go.
We was driving there for Joe and we could see the men coming
down both sides with the rear of the drive. They was coming rate
along. It had been all clear from the head-of-the-rapids down to our
section. Joe Kelly had a long section and he knew how to operate and
keep the logs agoing. We saw the crew, the drivers coming on the
rear, the very hind end of the logs and they was pushing them rate
out. When they come to rocky point there was a lot of men. They just
put them logs rate in fast. After they went by the point, Joe says to
me and Wilmer Hafford and my son, Marvin, he said, "We ll git in the
batteau and we ll go down through."
Well, I was kinda afraid about that. It looked rough out there
and it was rough. He said, "Git in. I don't think there's a bit of
trouble, no danger. You git in the bow, Wim, and you just set there
and don’t move. Francis and his son will git In the middle and set
down. I'll be on the stern and I'll steer the batteau through."
I wondered about that but we gut in the batteau and Joe said,
"Wim, push her out. Push your bow out, Wim. Push your bow out
hard." Well, he did and about the middle of the rapids on the bad
side. It wasn't the good side. There were some drivers there saw us
coming through. I'd never believe that unless I saw it. That batteau,
when it would go down in over a swell, Wim would be down low. I
could look rate down on him. When the batteau started to come up
on this swell, a big swell, I'd look back. I'd just turn my head, never
move. Joe would be standing rate on the back of the very stern and
he looked to be down rate in that roll of water. That batteau would
scoot rate up on the top of that roll and she'd tip again. That was
some experience coming through there. It was a rough, rough ride.
We come down through to what they call "horseback ledge" at
the foot of the big rapids, and there's a big eddy there. Joe brought
the batteau rate down and into the eddy. When it come ashore, he
said, "Francis, was you scairt?"
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I said, "Yes, can’t you see how white I am?"
He laughed. After a few days he said, "Francis, are you still
scairt?"
That was quite an experience. It was the first time I had come
through the rapids in the spring, that kind of water. A canoe never
could have come through there, never. It had to take a good batteau
and somebody who knew how to bring it through. That batteau
didn’t turn, nor swing, nor git crossways. It come down straight
through the rapids. I knew Joe was a batteau man. He has run them
good many times. That was a big experience for me. I'll never forgit
that.
We had a lunch place at the rocky point. Everything was moved
away and there wasn't a bit of danger of fire. That crew all boiled
together. We ate there two meals a day, first and second lunch. Wim
Hafford would bring his lunch. He'd bring hotdogs and hamburgers.
He could eat as much as three men. He could eat more than three
men like me. We'd watch Wim eat. He was a big man and he could
eat a lot. He'd eat what we had left, too. We had a good time, very
good time. Lots of times we'd walk up the left side of the river up
through the big rapids. Sometimes we d git a ride and we'd go up
around by Romeo's and cross the river at the foot of the field to Aaron
Jackson's place. We'd cross over. Rough water, boys of boys! Curtis
Hafford was operating the boat and motor. He was good at that, real
good. We wasn't afraid to git in with him but I thought many times,
when we was all in the boat, that if something would happen to that
motor, there wasn’t a thing to save us from coming down through.
I don't think we'd a made it cause it was loaded too heavy. But God
was good. He was with us when we crossed there a good many times.
We made it. We was lucky.
We had a good time there driving. Joe Kelly was a good operator
in the lumber woods and on the river drives.
One day, we was out on the jam working and we heard a noise
ashore. Nobody was noticing much but that batteau was a big, big,
heavy boat and had a lot of tin nailed on it. Lot of pitch and tar. That
was a heavy batteau. We heard this bang on the shore and the wind
had drug that batteau up about twice the length of it and rolled it
over. Joe said, "What's the matter with the batteau, Wim?"
Wim said, "I gotta fix it. It's old and it's leaking."
But that wasn't the comical part. To see that man, how strong
he could be to drag that big old batteau and turn it over. We used
to have quite a time with Wim. He was young and he was a strong
man.
To think back to them days. To think that I couldn't even git up
there now, I don't think, unless I went to the head-of-the-rapids and
come down there by canoe. To think how well anyone could be to
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walk and git around good. Comes a day when that's just gone. Back
to where all we can do is set and think of the good old times we had
on the river. The St. John River was nice. Sad to say, it's all gone by
now. All I can do is set back and watch the rest go by.
Joe Kelly had a big family. His girls growed up and left home.
I didn't know his girls. He had four nice boys. I didn't know his oldest
boy too well because he moved away for a long time. He's back here
now. Well, his youngest son, Mark, passed away. He had pneumo
nia, or heavy cold, and they didn’t quite git it in time. He was a nice,
friendly man. A big man. He worked in Guy Kelly's store and was a
very fine man. The other two have a big mill, Niles and Leighton.
They have a lot of lumber, nice lumber, sawed. They're woodsmen.
They bought a mill and put it up. They saw nice lumber and sell quite
a bit. They make nice
tongue-and-grooved
lumber.
They go in the
woods and cut lumber
and haul it to their mill.
They sell some. They
were lumbermen but
good men in a mill, too.
They're busy men.
When they're not in the
mill, they are up in the
lumber woods. I've
knowed them for a long
time. They're smart.
Joe's wife was a fine
Niles and Leighton Kelly working in their milL woman. She cooked in
the woods. Joe jobbed
and she cooked for the
crews. She's passed
away now and Joe is
left alone. He's lonely
but he's a jolly man.
You can't take that from
him. Everybody that
knows Joe Kelly can
really put in a good
word for him and his
family.

A busy day at the Allagash White Cedar Co.
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THE FARM
My father mostly planted the turnips and that had to be on a
certain day. Those turnips had to be sowed on a certain day. It had
to be, I don't know how the moon had to be, full moon, or what. Then
come the garden. My father would do the turnips and my mother
would help with the others, beets, carrots, parsnips. Then the beans
would be put in long rows like that. And the corn would be put in
long rows. Then came the cabbage. My mother would sow them
cabbage seeds in tin tubs. She'd put tomatoes and cabbage seed in
them. Then she had some old storm windows she put over them. On
a cold night, she’d throw an old coat, or something over them, maybe
a canvas. Then in the morning she'd take that off and that window
glass would draw the sun. So them would grow beautiful. And
cauliflowers. We'd make them holes in the ground for the cabbage
and cauliflowers with a hoe. We'd put some manure in those holes.
I'd make the holes and put in the manure, and then my mother
would come behind planting the cabbage. It had to be, well, she’d
like it to be a wet day. She'd like it to be a wet Friday, whatever was
the reason. It couldn't work if it was raining hard, but it could mist
and be a dark day. That’s what she liked to set them out.
We put a lot of those cabbage and cauliflowers. Well, not quite
so many cauliflowers but 15-20 head. We had a hundred head of
cabbage. Anyway, that many for sure so we could use through the
summer after they gut growed up. That was all laid out there in the
garden. Then, my fa
ther would git a day's
work whenever he
could. If he had a day
off he was in the gar
den.
In the fall, my fa
ther would kill a crit
ter, kill a pig. That
would go along with our
garden stuff. We had
our own flour and when
the depression came,
we didn't think too
much about it. We had
about everything we
had been gitting by
with. We had the same
things when the depresFrancis on the farm
sion came. So you
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know, it didn't hit too hard. Some didn't have no land, or a little
farm, or cattle, or sheep, or anything they could work with. Yuh.
People in them days were what you call "neighbors". They were
neighbors...brotherly love. People was good to one another then.
They'd git up in the night and go help someone a sick person, if they
was sick. Not very often, but sometimes, someone would be sick. A
woman would light an old lantern and take off on a little path, walk
maybe two miles to try to help somebody.
Today, oh, it's gut to be a fancy car and this doctor or that
doctor. It's gut to be one kind of a doctor or they don't like him. He's
gut to look up in the right way or they won't go to him. They gotta
try somebody else. But them days, I know I was too young, my
mother and Aunt Annie, Uncle Jim Walker's wife, she was a kind of
a doctor. She was a good person to come if anyone needed her. Aunt
Sarah Kelly, too. I was a little too young. I was so near that age for
to see, that I knew that was true.
Another woman in the Allagash was Mrs. June Hafford. She
went and helped many people. She did. She was a good woman. She
was a hard worker. She had a garden and she had cattle and
everything went with it. She worked too hard. That's the way it was
in them days. Some people, you know, they couldn't really, but some
could. We had that old farm. It wasn't the best. It was a poor farm.
We done good on it. It was a pile of rocks. In the spring the ice would
cover that whole flat and leave it with all that stuff to pick up and
haul off with horses and wagon. What we could, we'd haul to the
house for firewood and what we couldn't, we'd drive to the river and
throw it over the hill. Then we'd have hay rakes made out of wooden
teeth with braces that held that rake together. We'd rake that whole
flat - them little pieces of sticks and rocks. My father didn’t want
them in the hay. We'd get some once in awhile and we'd have to clean
the mangers because the horses and cattle ate that hay.

Milking
We always had the milking to do, night and morning. We milked
3 cows. We had 5-6 head of cattle. We had to fence for them. Then
when the pasture would start gitting dry, not much feed, they'd start
breaking out, go through the woods and come out pretty often in
somebody's grain or hay field. We'd have to chase them and git them.
We milked them. We had a lot of milk. We had 2 big creamers. They
would be full. Then we had milk for on the table. If there was any left
over, we had small pigs, 6 or 8 and 10, sometimes. The milk would
go to them and any sour milk that would happen along.

Churning
Then would come the churning. Mother would churn. She had
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a big earthen churn, had a tight cover on it. In the center of that
cover was built up higher than the rest and there was a hole in it just
a little bit bigger than the churn
dash. She'd churn when my
father wasn’t home. I remem
ber one of the girls would take
turns churning. Of course,
you'd have to save the cream
first and git it all conditioned
and then you'd start churn
ing.
She'd turn out some nice
butter. She had what you
called a "butter printer". It
would only print about a half a
pound, I think. That was round
- 4 inches round. Oh yes, it
was a good 4 inches and a half
round. It had a plunger in the
center. She'd fill that printer
rate round and then she'd
press that little plunger and
the print of butter would come
out. Then she'd put them prints
of butter on a big platter, or
something, so she could cover
them up. She also put away
butter. She had a 5-gallon jar,
The old butter churn
big earthen jar, and any spare
butter that she gut, that was
all in that jar for winter. She
would put that in that Jar later
on in the summer so it wouldn't
git too old, or anything. She
could put that in so it wouldn't
spoil either. That was good
when you'd take it out in the
winter and put it on pancakes.
Pancakes and berries. Pan
cakes and molasses. Whatever
she had.
Molds used to print the butter
My mother made bread.
She made good loaf bread. And we picked lots of berries. I don't know
the quarts in everything she canned, beets, carrots, etc. cause I
never heard the count but it was a lot. I saw it and it was quite a few
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quarts. She canned the beans when they was big enough to pick in
the garden. She canned a lot of garden stuff and made a lot of
pickles. She made mustard pickles and cold-pack pickles and them
were good. Then she'd put down a 5-gallon jar of cucumbers. She'd
salt them. It had a big earthen cover. She'd salt them and that was
really good. Them was really good.

Sheep
Then would come a time in the later part of the summer, the
sheep had to be sheared. The sheep would be sheared and we had
12-15 sheep. I can re
member my father and
mother, Ellis Hughes
and my sister shearing
sheep. If they didn't git
done shearing one day,
they'd finish them up
the next. And that was
a lot of wool. That was
put in big blankets. The
four corners of the blan
ket would be pulled to
gether and tied. That
was put somewhere
where it wouldn't git
wet - put in a good dry
place. We had a big, old
shed up home that was
built for a garage but
we used it for a wood
shed. It was dry and
good in there and the
wool would be there
through the summer.
Sheep shears for cutting wool off sheep
Then it would come a
time, late in the summer, when it would be washed. Long, late in the
summer, they washed that. They had big pots and they had a place
near the brook, a flat place near the brook. Twas a nice place to build
a fire. They had big poles pushed through the ring of the pots and
they boiled a lot of water.
That was hard to wash. It was dirty and dusty and hard to wash.
That was all washed good and white and clean. Then it had to be
spread on the grass where the grass was green and short. Then the
grass would grow too much but the wool had plenty of time to dry.
Seems we had lots of time in them days. Maybe there'd come a few
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showers but that wool always had time to dry. When it dried, they
picked that up all dry and clean and put it in blankets again, big
blankets. They piled it in the center, pull the 4 corners together,
then they would put their knee in that and drive that down. It
couldn't hurt wool and they'd tie that down. There'd be 2 of those
blankets and maybe some in the third one because 10-12-14 sheep
give off lot of wool.

Spinning
Then she'd start spinning that wool. She used to sell a lot of
wool but she spun enough for us all. Then sometimes she'd trade
wool for yarn. There was always somebody. There was always a
traveler on the road them days. There was always somebody
coming, or going, and maybe they were buying, or trying to buy
something, or sell something. That was the way of life back there
starting out.
So she’d git out her old spinning wheel and git that oiled up wherever you put oil on it, little 3-in-1 oil. She'd take that wool and
pull it all apart and take
all the dirt out. Little
seeds and little sticks,
and everything, in that
wool. That was a big,
big job to clean that
wool. She'd pull that
wool, hit that on the
floor to git those sticks
out. When she gut
enough of that wool
clean enough, she'd go
to work. She had them
big cards. They was
long and about 4 inches
wide. Them cards had
teeth a-purpose for
carding yam. There was
horse cards and other
Spinning wheel and reel
cards for carding ani
mals but those cards for carding wool had very, very fine teeth and,
when she'd start carding, I'd hear that ripping through the wool.
She’d card at that and if she had a little bit of dirt she had to
pick that out because she couldn't knit socks or mittens or any
thing, a stick, or any little seed, with anything in it because you
couldn't wear them if there was. That all had to be perfectly clean
and she'd card at that. She'd make them rolls 14-16 inches long, but
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they was fluffy. I'd say only about 2 inches long. She'd lay them all
along - she had a place there beside the old spinning wheel where
she laid them. She'd git so many of them laid and then she go on
carding another bunch. She carded that, picked at that, worked at
that until she gut enough to start rolling them rolls. That’s why
cards for wool was made long for to make them rolls.
She made them rolls and gut everything piled up there. Every
thing couldn't bear down on the top of those rolls or they'd matt
together. She'd git enough of those rolls on a little table, or some
thing. I just forgit. We had the big old house, lots of room to have
things. When she'd git enough, she thought, ahead, she'd start the
old spinning wheel. She'd keep that old wheel turning, not too fast,
but steady turning. But she kept feeding that wool. There's a little
fine string come out of them fliers. The fliers was threaded and the
fliers had teeth on them and she could start that yarn, start building
on that spindle, or spool. I'd say on the left, on the opposite side, the
yarn would start winding on the little spindle.
She kept feeding them rolls into that. One would come rate to
the end and she's keep that yarn going. That little string she was
feeding that wool on, that went into them fliers. Well, that string was
small. I don't know how she could hang on that but she was feeding
that wool into those fliers. Then she'd take that little string that she
was feeding the wool on, she'd hitch it towards a tooth, then she'd
feed the yarn into that until the place begun to build up on the fliers.
Then she'd stop and she’d hitch it towards another tooth, or two,
and she'd do that until the fliers was full of yarn. She was hitching
that towards her. There was a row of teeth, there was two rows of
teeth on them fliers and them turned. Then she would wind that
yarn on a reel a purpose to make a skein.
There was a lot of them in the Allagash. People knows all about
spinning in the Allagash. There isn't anything you talk about in the
Allagash about the lumber woods but what the people in the
Allagash all knows it. Like the younger generation, they maybe
wouldn’t know about the woods. I couldn't even spin yarn but I could
stand and watch. In the evening I could sit down and watch her feed
that wool into that. When she gut them rolls all done, she pushed
her spinning wheel to one side and then went into that wool and
starting picking that again. She picked and pulled and cleaned and
pulled. Then she'd card another big batch and start feeding it in.
That's how people was getting yarn in them days.
Now when the fliers would be full, she'd turn that and wind that
in balls. It was fine, fine yarn. She’d wind a great big ball of that. I
don't know how big but it was big. Then after she gut 5, or 6, of them
balls of yarn, fine yarn, she had to put that through the spinning
wheel again and make it the size she wanted to knit the socks and
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mittens. She knit us sweaters. My father and I each had a pair of
what they called "woolen drawers" that we wore. She knit them. She
knit us each two pairs apiece. So we had a spare pair. When we
changed Saturday night, we could put on a clean pair. That was a
big, big Job. Them lasted a long time. She'd not knit them too often
but when she knit them, that had to be the right size yarn. That was
bigger, I think, than yarn for socks and mittens, but, anyway, she
could knit caps and sweaters. She knit me a sleeveless sweater and
they were nice. In fact, I think I guy one yet.
She'd knit mittens and she'd knit what they called "muffettees".
Those muffettees, I betcha there isn't any teamster in the Allagash
that kept theirs. Well, there's not too many teamsters left in the
Allagash. You could wear them anyway. Them was just about 8
inches long, 8-9 inches long,
for to pull on your arms. They
was tight. Tight around your
wrist. When you put your hand
under a log under the snow,
that snow didn't git on your
wrist. I have a pair of them yet.
I can show anybody mine.
Seems like yesterday that
she handled the old spinning
wheel but it was a long time
ago. And that was something
nice. You don't see too much;
you see a few nice pairs of
socks now, mittens but not
too, too much. Everyone had
them in those days. Long
socks. Mother knit them long
socks. Lots of people bought
their own yarn and my mother,
if she had too much wool, she
traded some. There was a place
over in Canada where they took
the wool and gave her yarn. So
that's the way people in them
days gut by. She'd spin what
she wanted, besides doing all
her own work. She didn't kick
on, "I gutta do this. I gutta do
Francis models the muffettees his that. I ain’t gut time for this, I
mother made for him ain't gut time for that."
She had time to do everything. There was no bellyaching nor
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nothing. She could spin yarn and she could scrub, or anything. She
could cook and git up and git a meal. She'd go back to spinning after
the dishes was done and then she'd git up and git supper. You know
there wasn't no kicking about that. "I done this today. I done that
today. I don't feel good today. I done too much today. My fingers are
sore today. No! There was none of that in them days. Today you hear
'my aching shoulders. My back is aching. I gut something wrong in
my arms and my fingers is all..."
Them days there was none of that. Maybe an odd one when they
begun to git old. People had to be old then before they begin to break
down. They tried to hold out till the very last. I believe God had a
great hand in that because people in them days wasn't running to
the hospital or the emergency room, or they wasn’t running to the
doctor. No! They was staying home and they had their own remedies.
That's if they took anything. They never took no medicine. It never
was heard tell of. I remember home there, very few things in the
house that anyone would take. If you had a cold they had something
for it. If you had a cough you had some molasses and ginger, or
pepper, whatever they put in it. I don't know, but that's what it was.
That's what they had in them days.
That was very good but today, you know the doctors say, "If you
don't take this and you don't take that..." But it's the truth.
Everybody you talk to about them days, they know it. There isn't too
many left to tell the story but there's some here yet. So that's the way
it was in them days.

Threshing
There'd come a time in the fall when they'd have to thrash. We
had to thrash our grain, the buckwheat and oats. We'd gather that
all up and everybody, most everybody in Allagash, had some
buckwheat, or oats to thrash. Vin McBreairty had the thrashing
machine and that had to be hauled with horses. So whoever had a
horse, they'd all join in. So, they'd haul that machine to a barn.
They'd thrash there. Then they'd move it to another barn. It went
from one barn to another till everybody gut their grain thrashed.
Then come a time, after that grain was thrashed and everyone
was all taken care of, my father used to take his "grist", they called
it a "grist", take his buckwheat to Fort Kent. They would have it
ground into buckwheat flour. There'd be a "bran", they called it,
come out of the buckwheat that they used to bring home in bags. The
bags of flour and the bags of bran. He'd trade some of that
buckwheat flour for the white flour that you made bread with. He'd
have a quite a lot of that ahead, quite a few bags by trading. We had
plenty of flour there. We had a place to keep that flour, kept it in a
good place. After that was done, the thrashing and everything, that
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was all cleaned up and done.
That thrashing machine - they put the grain in to thrash in
what they called the "separator". That separated the chaff and straw
from the grain. Just the grain come out in the spout by itself. The
big motor that he hauled with horses - that had big wooden wheels
on it - no spokes, just the big wooden wheels. Of course, the
separator had low iron wheels. That machine wasn't high. Pretty
low. We’d haul that from one place to another. That's the way people
would git their thrashing all done. That was one way of doing their
work up like that.
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VENEER
After all of this, they started cutting veneer in war time. They
were cutting it for airplanes. They had to be the very best of birch,
silver birch and the old yellow birch. Them had to be nice and a
certain length. There was inspectors and them birch had to be good
or they would cull them on the yards. So, we went to work cutting
veneer. We cut to my father's place. We cut there a summer and a
winter. We cut all summer and we cut quite a lot of birch. We'd yard
that birch in the woods on yards. A tractor would come up with a
wooden sled and we'd load that and they'd haul it out to the truck
road.
That was a pretty nice job, cutting veneer. It had to be good and
sound. No black wood. No limbs, burls, nor knots on that wood. It
was clean and clear for they turned that out to a mill and it had to
be so big. It had to be big stuff. We cut that veneer and it was a nice
clean job. We only yarded that on one set of skids. Yarded that low.
We couldn't pile it up on yards very high because it was short birch
so we just put skids and one tier of birch. When that tractor come
with the sled, the sled was made low and they could load that big
birch. Two, or three men, would load that birch on and the tractor
would go. It was a good easy way to git the birch.
Sometimes it was pretty muddy and sometimes it wasn't.
Sometimes it wasn't too hard work and sometimes it was pretty hard
but we cut there, home, a summer. We cut clear up to the Head-ofthe-Rapids, over towards
Allagash. In the winter, we
cut again in the same place,
just moved a little farther
back. We cut all winter with
two pair of horses. My
brother had a team there
and my father and I had
the horses so we had 2
crews going. That was a
nice job. My father had 4 of
us on our team. He had the
teamster and 2 choppers
and my father went from
one crew to the other.
We cut that veneer and
yarded it in the winter. The
tractors would still come.
In the winter my father
Francis and his horse
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made a big birch sled for the horses. Whenever we could get a yard,
we'd yard them and haul them out with the horses so we didn't have
to have the tractor. We yarded and hauled out with horses. It was
nice.
It was good. A nice clean Job. We cut for Tom Pingree; Tom had
the Job to cut birch so we cut there. Then when we gut that cleaned
up, we went on Nigger Brook.
We moved in on Nigger Brook and fixed up a big camp that
somebody owned there. Somebody had lumbered in there so we
moved in and fixed up one of their camps. It was a pretty good little
camp. We fixed up for a men's camp. The hovel was rotted down, part
of the roof. We fixed that up. We stayed there the winter and cut
veneer. That was for Tom Pingree again. We cut in there all winter.
It was a good place. It was handy and they trucked rate from our
camp. We cut some poles. Mel McBreairty, Lee Hafford, and Willie
Walker had trucks and they trucked our poles and veneer.
That was a good job. Mel McBreairty was in there once in
awhile. He was trucking to the back camp for Madison who had a
mill in there. They had long trailers. They built their trailers
themselves and they had wheels. They had trailers for 2 lengths of
boards. They done good in there.
Our job was veneer and poles. We hauled rate on the road so it
made it good. We done pretty good in there that winter. The next
winter we went to Two Brooks on the Allagash.

Two Brooks
We went up to Two Brooks on the Allagash. Edward Belanger
had worked up there on that brook. We went in there and we fixed
up one of his camps. It was a big cookroom. We fixed the place up,
petitioned the place off, the end of it, for the crew of men to stay. The
cookroom was in the other end. We had 2 pairs of horses there that
winter. One pair was Elden Gardner and I was there with my father's
horses. Jesse and George McBreairty cut for Elden's team. Clifford
Pelletier and Elbert O'Leary cut for my team. My father had Delbert
Gardner and Lloyd McBreairty Just cutting veneer and swamping it.
Saturdays we'd go with 2 pairs of horses and yard up their birch,
what they cut that week. That worked pretty good.
We cut quite a few birch, put them to the truck road and way
up the Michaud Farm road. We had some yards up there. We had
Henry McBreairty come there with a big sled and he hauled them
down to Two Brooks where we had a great big skidway built there for
loading the trucks. We worked there all winter and it was a cold
winter. It was a nice winter. We hauled pretty near all our birch with
the horses. The tractor come and hauled a few. It was a long ways
up the Michaud Farm road. We cleaned that all up and moved out
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from there. They hauled there in the night and in the day. The trucks
come rate to Two Brooks and loaded there. Some of them wanted to
come and git a load at night. They could. We done pretty good there
that winter. We gut all our birch out and gut 'em all hauled. We gut
’em all hauled to St. Francis where they loaded them on cars.

Little Black
Next we went to Johnson on the Little Black. We cut veneer and
poles for Walter Mullins. My mother cooked at Two Brooks and she
cooked at Johnson Brook at the Mullins camp. This was the last
work for my father and mother when we cut for Walter Mullins on
Little Black. That was the winding up of the poles for the Northern
White Cedar Pole Company and the veneer wood for Bud England.
My father cut the veneer and Walter cut the veneer rate straight for
Bud England. I think that was winding up of those days.

JOHNSON BROOK
Frankie Walker, my brother Donald and I started cutting logs
for Charlie Henderson. We cut about half the winter and something
come up and Donald had to go home. I decided we couldn't work
much longer together in the woods. We didn't have a very good
chance so Frankie left and come home. Will Hughes had been
working for Herb Walker to Johnson Brook, this was. When I quit,
Will Hughes worked Just part of the winter and he quit. I took his
place for Herb Walker. I hired there with my horse and went to work.
When I started working for him we had a sled and we dragged
logs into the river. Cut, loaded them on the sled and hauled them to
the river and landed them. We cut that way till the snow was deep
and it was gitting hard to cut logs. Herb had yarded 1000 pieces
(logs) with Will Hughes, himself, working for Charlie. I took my horse
and I started dragging them out of the woods, that was yarded, to the
river. We gut the road broke. Albert Walker had a crew. He was
working on the road. I was working with Herb with my horse.
We worked there that winter. Had a good time. Had a good
camp, good place to stay. Good place for horses, lots of feed. We
worked till the logs was hauled in. Then we cut, Herb Walker and I.
We each cut a nice load of spruce and dry cedar, hauled it across
the river to Johnson and piled it up to bring home that spring. That
was the end of that job.
The next time, I went to work at the same place for Charlie
Henderson. He was cutting logs there. He had his own crew. He was
to Johnson Brook and he had hired a cook. Billy Pelletier cooked.
Charlie had 2 horses worked for him. Ross Henderson and Pete
Walker cut with Ross's horse. My brother Donald, me and Kenyon
Jackson cut with my horse. We cut that winter for Charlie.
In the summer, Elmer Walker went back to the same place to
Johnson Brook to cut poles for Charlie Henderson. Elmer had 2
horses there. He had Pete and Edgar Walker with their horse and
Elmer and I cut with mine. We cut cedar poles and dragged them to
the river there that summer. We cut all summer.
The next winter I went to the same place with Sam Walker, my
uncle. My Uncle Sam had three horses there that winter. He had 2
horses of his own, Sam and Lester Jandreau cut with one and
Lincoln and Murray Walker cut with the other one. Young Aaron and
I cut with my horse all winter. The man that Charlie Henderson was
cutting for was kinda gitting short of money, or something, there
through the winter because they asked us if we could work for - well,
it was something like we was working for our board. He'd give us so
much groceries a week, Aaron and I, if we stayed on cutting till the
money would come in. So we made a trade there. That Saturday
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noon, when we come home, we'd take a paper and make out an order
for groceries up at Guy Kelly's store. We'd go to Charlie Henderson
and he’d sign the paper. Then we'd go to Guy's and get our groceries
for the week for the house, for our families.

Guy Kelly's Store
Song by Roy McBreairty (Francis’ brother)
We was cutting down lumber at Fox Brook, one time
We worked for five weeks and we didn't make a dime.
The cedar was rotten; the horses was poor
And we run up a big bill at Guy Kelly's store.
So we started in cutting along Fox road
I cut up and down; hauled them in with a pulp hook
We rafted them down and drove them ashore
To pay up our big bill at Guy Kelly’s store.

Well, now we re done cutting and we've gut our pay
Oh, we couldn't work another day.
We played ourselves out; we're sick and we're sore
And still owe a big bill at Guy Kelly's store.
So we came on down along the road
We cut down some pine; hauled out a big load
We sold them to Elmer, gut money galore
And paid off our bill at Guy Kelly's store.

That went along pretty good for awhile. It was pretty hard, rate
then, the way we was doing it but we agreed. After we was done
yarding logs, Aaron quit and come home. We had no more cutting to
do. Sol went to work with Sam and his two boys on the main road,
cutting it out. It was cut but we had put some tops in it that winter
when we was chopping and we had to go with the horses, junk them
up and haul them out of the road. We cleaned it out clear to the river.
That was a truck road. Then we worked in the side hill to git a road
down to the ice. We worked there with our horse, picked that frozen
ground. We worked and gut the road done and a road across the ice
and up the hill to Bud England's road. Then the trucks begun to
haul.
I worked my horse, hooking him on the trucks and hauling
them out to the road for a few trips to git the road started. They never
loaded too heavy so I hooked my horse on front and I'd tow them to
the river and let ’em go. Then I'd come down across the river where
they had to come up the hill to England's road and I helped them up
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the hill there. So that went on till spring and it wasn't easy. It was
a hard, hard winter. It was hard work to git the roads made. I worked
there long days and worked my horse hard. I didn't like that. I called
that pretty hard times. We gut by anyway and he gut all of his logs
out. Uncle Sam had his wife, Rhoda, there and she was a good cook.
Lots to eat. Good place to stay so we gut by pretty good, except it was
a hard winter. Then that job was over.
Times wasn't gitting that much better, so John Walker and I
decided we would go see Louie Bird up here where he was staying in
a cabin. We hired with him to go to Fox Brook to cut cedar canoe
wood. A bunch of the cedar went into canoe wood and, the poles, we
put them into Fox Brook and Bird put a mill on the bank of the
Bishop Place. We'd cut them cedar butts for poles and put them in
the river. They cut the tops and took them for railroad ties. We put
them in the brook. There’d come a raise of water and we'd drive ’em
out to the St. John River.
We worked along there. It was pretty good there for awhile. We'd
bring down a drive, if the water was pretty good in the St. John. We'd
bring the drive from Fox Brook to his mill. He had a crew there
sawing in the mill. Then we'd go back in the woods, cut again and
get some more out. When there'd come a raise of water we’d bring the
lumber down the brook. If the river didn't raise we'd just keep
putting our lumber in the brook. Later we'd drive it out. We worked
there that summer and we made pretty good. It wasn't easy work. It
was back and forth, cutting and hauling. We made good wages. We
was satisfied. Bird come. Said we was doing good. He kept paying us
some. He didn't have a lot of money and the outfit he was selling to
seemed to be pretty hard up till he gut something going to sell.
After awhile he gut his lumber going. He had an outfit there on
the bank that he was sawing the canoe wood, sawing ties, besides
the poles. He'd haul ’em up the hill there. When he'd git a truckload,
he’d have somebody bring 'em down. So he had a pretty big crew
there at the mill. We kept on cutting away. Fred Jackson was
shacked on the bank of Fox Brook and he had his wife there cooking.
She was a good cook. We had a good place to stay; good place to
sleep. He had 3, or 4, horses cutting. He had Norman Hughes and
his boys and a horse. He had Fred Jackson on a horse. Me and John
Walker and, I think, he had Aaron Jackson and Guy Morin. We cut
there that summer. That's where my horse gut hurt.
After I was done working I took him to the Ouellette place and
turned him out. I gut a call a few days after that that my horse was
hurt. I had to go up and see about him. I found it funny. My horse
was up there with all those other horses. How come he gut hurt? I
took a few oats in a bag and I started walking up. I asked Davy
Jackson (game warden) if I could take a rifle with me and he said,
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"Oh, I don't know. I wouldn't say for you to take one. You might be
alright but," he said, "you might run into another warden and you'd
have to pay a fine. I can't tell you to take a rifle."
So I went without one. I went to the Bishop place and Roy
Jackson was there and he come up the St. John River with me to the
Ouellette place. We was talking about the horse. He was a very good
horse, too. I had worked him hard. We all had worked hard but made
a pretty good summer. I was feeling pretty bad about my horse so
when we went up my horse was to Fox Brook. He had come down
from the Ouellette place hiself or somebody drove him down. I don't
know who it was. When he saw me he whinnered. That's where we
had worked. I suppose he had missed me, or something, that I
wasn’t there. I found that funny because that was something that I
had never heard nor saw before. I went up to him and looked at him.
His hind leg was cut pretty bad - rate in the bend of his leg. It looked
to me like a barbed wire had cut his leg rate to the bone. The cords
were cut off and his foot hung down. Those were the cords that was
holding his foot up so when he'd step on it, it'd come up. That was
cut off so his foot hung down when he'd raise his leg.
I felt awful bad about my horse. I give him some oats and we
started down with him. You know he had to hobble on three legs. Lee
Mullins lived there to the Bishop place. That's where they had called
for me to go to see about my horse. I put him in the barn to Lee's.
It was dark when I gut there. Quite awhile after dark. So I put him
in and fed him. I Just tied him with a very light little rope I had
because I didn't take
no reins, nor nothing,
to git him. I knowed he'd
walk down the tote road
anyway.
I started up the
next morning to git him
and I met him coming
rate around Joe Kelly's.
He was coming himself.
I brought him down,
had to cross on the
boat, of course. Uncle
Elbridge was running
the ferry boat. I brought
him on the boat and he
looked at the horse. He
said, "You might as well
shoot your horse.
That'll never git well,
Lillian and Francis with the horse
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never." So I brought him down. Different men looked at him and
said, "No, your horse is done."
So I talked to Charlie Henderson. He said, "I have a truck here.
You put your horse on the truck and we'll take him to Canada to a
vetinarian that’s there. He's a good horse doctor. We'll see if we can
get help."
I was going down to tell Charlie I was ready to go and I met Uncle
Preston Hughes. I told him where I was going. He said, "No, Francis.
You might as well take your horse out and shoot him because you're
wasting money on him. They'll never be able to help him."
So that was the end of me and that horse. I come back and told
Young Aaron. Aaron had worked with me a lot. He said, "It’s too bad,
Francis, about your horse." Anyway we took him out and had him
put away. We had to git clear of him.
Then I had to start working for somebody else. Guy Kelly was
working on Little Black. He gut a Job there to cut pulp on the school
block. John Walker and I went up and asked Guy if we could have
a job cutting pulp. He said we could have a job. He was Just getting
ready, getting some shacks built up there on the bank of Little
Black. He said, "When the shacks are ready. You can even go up and
work on the shacks with the man. When you git your shack ready,
you can start cutting."
So that made us feel good. We had a job cutting on the block.
It was handy home. We cut there that summer. Had a good time. We
boarded ourselves. Guy furnished the horses and fed them. We was
shacked rate on the bank of the river. Some of the men would fish.
We had a good time. The Hafford boys was there. George Kelly and
Norman McBreairty. John Walker and I was cutting. Jim and Curtis
Hafford. Tige was cutting alone. George Kelly, Guy, and lyier.
We had a long ways to walk but when we gut there we had an
awful good chance to cut pulp. We cut all summer. Towards fall Guy
started to move them shacks back in the woods on the block where
there was a great big spring. He had a bulldozer and he went and
cleaned out the road. He moved all them shacks way back from the
river. We cut pulp again for Guy. We worked hard. Cutting pulp
wasn't easy. It wasn't easy for me, anyway, for I wasn't cut out for
that heavy work but I stuck rate to it. We had our hard times with
our saws. Our saws was old but we cut all summer with them. But
we worked at them. I had an old Lombard. It worked all right but it
was all coming apart. I had it wired up because I was planning on
gitting a new saw if I worked for Guy in the fall. So after what seemed
like a long time, fall did come and we went to work. We gut our
shacks all straightened out and moved into them. Then we started
cutting again. Now this was John Walker and I still cutting for Guy
on the school block and it was gitting towards spring. It begin gitting
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wet and little brooks started running. It gut slushy and bad in the
woods. John decided to quit for awhile. So I took one of my boys and
we kept on cutting awhile longer. Then it began to git too sloppy and
bad so we had to quit.
In the winter it didn't seem like anybody wanted to git up in the
mornings to feed the horses. So I was up and I'd throw them in some
hay, their horses. I’d take good care of mine, feed it, harness it, and
git it ready to go in the woods. I’d water it good, give it some oats so
it'd be ready when I come out from having my breakfast. We was
botching it for ourselves. We had a small 8x14 shack. There was just
paper on that. It was all right when we had a little fire but that would
git cold. Single floor in that. We worked there for the winter. It was
hard. Them little buildings were really cold. Git up in the mornings,
cracks in the floor, you'd see the white frost both sides of those
cracks. It was kinda cold to walk on but we kept on aworking till it
begin to git warmer weather. Then we had it easier. We worked there
till he stopped us.
But anyway, while we were cutting there I gut up and fed the
horses. Guy asked me, he said, "Look, I'm bulldozing a road to Fox
Brook. When we git that road made up there, someday, I might want
you to feed horses for me. I'll have quite a few horses, there, and I'll
be able to hire someone to feed horses for me all the time."
We kinda talked it over and I said it sounded all right. I was
thinking in my mind that pulp was pretty heavy and hard to work
at for me to make a living. It was hard for everyone. There was some
big men there. The Hafford boys were big, able men. They could
really cut pulp and were very fine men. We cut that winter and then
moved out of there.
There was still a lot of pulp left on the school block but Albert
McBreairty had a say in that, too. So when Guy left there, Albert took
the school block over. We come home and, in April, we started up to
Fox Brook. We started rate up at the shortcut. Bill Kelly and I and
Guy. I had a horse and me and Billy was bridging the brooks, or
putting in culverts in low, small brooks. When we come to a big one,
we had to bridge. We was working ahead of the bulldozer, putting in
culverts and bridges. We had a little John Deere tractor. We'd dig the
brook out. We'd put 2 skids in and then we'd cut short stuff and put
on just like they do.
We was on our way to Fox Brook and I was glad about that. Had
a job there on wages. It was easier. We worked up through the
shortcut to Popple Island Brook and Guy brought us a shack in
there. Billy and I stayed there and worked up to Fox Brook. We
bridged Popple Island Brook. It had to take a pretty good bridge
there. Sometimes the brook would git pretty high. Took a little more
than a culvert. We had to put in a pretty good-sized bridge.
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Just beyond Popple Island, just a step, there was another
brook. I guess it was part of Popple Island. We put in a bridge there.
Well, we put in a kind of a big culvert there. Guy was coming behind,
covering them, pulling off the sides. Then we jumped to Hafford
Brook and Guy brought our shacks there. We worked to Hafford
Brook. We put 2 great big pine each side of the brook and then we
loaded that with that big stuff about 8-10 inches big. We fastened
that good on the 2 great pine so it was high, pretty high. Guy come
to the bank. There was a nice bank on Hafford Brook. It was a nice
brook but it was a big brook. It could git pretty wild there in a big,
big rain or in the spring. It took a big culvert. He buried that. We put
it good and strong and solid and he buried that culvert.
Then we worked our way along. We had nice ground to work on.
We was ahead. We hauled our shack to the top of Halfway Brook Hill.
Halfway Brook was big, not as big as Hafford Brook, but it was
downhill. It was a pretty wild brook. So we had a real big job there.
When we started bridging those brooks, there was snow on and
it was cold. We'd git wet up to our knees, sometimes above. The snow
was melting and it was cold. Sometimes we d have to git in the brook
and move something, or fix something about the bridge, or culvert.
Then at night when we come to our little shack, 18x 14, it had a stove
in there but it didn't give a lot of heat for 3 of us. Guy, of course, was
dry. He was on the bulldozer but me and Billy’d be wet. We'd have
to take our clothes off and try to dry them out some, our pants and
socks because it would be cold the next morning. It wasn’t summer
yet.
Halfway Brook had a high bank on each side. They fixed the
road a little better since I was there. Bobby McBreairty went through
there and he put the road back in the woods quite a ways from the
river and made a good road. But we went down in that gulch, Billy
Kelly and I, and we worked logs down in there and gut a bridge
started and started building it up. We had to build that high enough
so that stuff coming down the brook would go through. That was a
strong brook down hill. We kept logging it up so branches and limbs
would go through the bridge and not jam it up. It would’ve washed
our bridge out. So we gut it built up. We had to put strong stuff on
top of that because we had a great big fill to put in, a big fill. That
was a very, very deep gulch.
We bridged across it and then he started filling it in. He worked
there for days filling that in, both sides. He filled in from one side till
he gut enough to go across. When he gut across, he started from the
top of the other bank filling the other way. He maybe could've stayed
there for weeks, filling that up, and he maybe would've have had that
big hill on both sides of Halfway Brook. It was hard for trucks to git
up and down in the winter there. The road was slippery. Trucks
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would back over the hill there. They had a hard time. Truckers was
lucky on those woods roads because some of them was very
dangerous. I don't know. We looked up the brook to try to git clear
of those, that big gulch, but somehow Guy didn't think it was a good
idea so we did it the hard way. We made it and trucks brought
millions of lumber, logs, pulp, veneer wood, across that. Ties and
poles.
We went on a little ways further while Guy was working there.
We bridged another little brook that was called Marquis Brook. Oh,
the reason why Halfway Brook was called that was because it was
half-way between the Bishop place and the Ouellette farm. They
called it the Ouellette farm because there was an old Ouellette lived
there first. I think they called this one Marquis Brook because they
cut boom logs and hauled them out and made boom logs rate there.
I think it was a Marquis who worked on them. Marquis Landing was
there. That's where they put the boom logs every year when they
hauled them out. So that's why it was called Marquis Brook.
Then from Marquis Brook we went on up. After a long, hard pull
we made Fox Brook. When we gut there, there was quite a lot of
bulldozing around there to do. Guy started bringing some lumber.
Billy Kelly and I started building shacks. Guy kept on bulldozing
from Fox Brook down to fix up places on the road so we could make
Fox Brook in a pick-up. Billy and 1 worked at shacks. We worked at
one that I called mine. We built that one first. Then we started on
another for whoever wanted it.
We was heading up the brook to work. Some stayed to the
mouth of Fox Brook on the St. John. Some cut pulp and stayed rate
there in their shacks. That was up toward the Ouellette place and
up Fox Brook Just the walking distance. The rest of us, Guy hauled
them shacks up the brook for us, after we gut some built. I started
up the brook with my brothers, Donald and Roy, and our shacks. We
placed the shacks and started cutting. We had to cut and peel so
much. We were cutting and peeling fir and spruce. We worked
awhile, maybe three weeks, or better, and Donald, he left and went
somewheres else at trucking, or something. I don't know where he
went, or what he done, but anyway he quit cutting with us.
So Roy and I kept on for a few weeks and Roy found something
else so I was left alone. I stayed rate there. There was a little spring
there. They started bringing more shacks and they started working
where I was working and I took my two sons up to work with me.
They wasn't all that big but they was good to be around with me and
help all they could. Irvin, the oldest, could saw with a chainsaw and
the other one, Vernon, he limbed with the axe and it helped a lot. We
worked and stayed in that shack the summer. Sometimes the boys
would git tired and sick of it but we stayed and kept working away.
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We wasn't supposed to have anyone underaged in the woods
because for the insurance. Everyone had to be insured. The Great
Northern wouldn't insure anyone underage. So when the scalers
would come in, my boys would have to hide until after they scaled.
Then, when they was gone, my boys would come out and work again.
I think those scalers knowed that my boys was with me but they
never said a word. We kept working away cutting pulp. They were
getting sick and tired of it, I could see it, but we kept on. Irvin would
take the saw and saw up what we gut. I'd have a couple, two, or
three, down to limb and Vernon and I would limb at them till Irvin
gut the wood all sawed up to the yard. He'd come back and work with
us till we gut some more hauled in. Irvin would pile up what he had
sawed. We had a long string of pulp started. We was gitting along
good. We'd come to the shack and eat and stay - rest up good. Then
we'd go back and work till suppertime. I wasn't a very good cook. I
was botching it and we was gitting by. Had good bunks to sleep on
and rest. Had a nice horse the boys liked, one of Guy's horses. We
worked away till cold weather and then we quit. I guess the boys was
glad the Job in the woods was done for awhile, anyway. We stopped.
Potato digging come and everybody went potato digging. I
believe I went, too. My family and I went to the potato fields. We
worked till that was done. We come back home and I gut ready to go
to Fox Brook again. My shack was still there. I had to git somebody
to go with me and start cutting for the winter. After awhile John
Walker and I went up to Fox Brook. We started cutting that fall and
we done good. We had a good chance. We didn’t cut a lot of pulp but
we appreciated cutting pulp and we gut along good together. We had
a good time. Not the most to eat in the shack but we had a small
building, 10x14, and we had a tin stove, a little tin heater stove to
warm it up and do a little cooking on. That's the way life was in those
days in the pulpwoods. No big camps to go to. We all botched for
ourselves, each ones that had a shack.
There was quite a few of us there again, The Hafford boys was
there and Jack Kelly and son, Tylor. The McKinnon boys was there
and had a shack. There was 4, or 5, horses there, maybe more. We
went on and cut there till towards spring. It began gitting kinda bad
so John decided he'd quit awhile. So he went home for a few days.
Jim and Curtis Hafford was there and Jim decided he'd like to cut
with me for awhile. Curtis said, "OK. If you want to cut with him,
Jim, go ahead. I'll cut alone." Just jokin', he said, "I think I can do
better alone."
Jim and I went to work. We was a good crew. The Hafford boys
was good to git along with. We cut the rest of the winter and all
spring. Towards spring, Guy would come back in the woods there
where we were working, every once in awhile, and he talked to me
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about feeding horses for him the summer. Him and Jim would kinda
argue a little bit. Jim'd say, "You're taking my pulp man away from
me to feed your old horses? Why don't you get a man to feed horses
and leave him with me? We’re making good money. You're gonna
take him?"
They joked with each other and we'd keep on cutting pulp. Guy
would wander away somewhere through the woods. That went on till
it begun breaking up, begun to git wet in the woods. Snow was wet.
Little brooks begin running everywhere. The pulp would git all wet
and slushy. It was bad to pile. We'd git all wet clear up to our arms,
piling that, so we quit for awhile till it dried up some.
We come out of the woods and finally they was working at the
hovel for the horses for Guy. He was planning on having quite a few
horses there that summer which he did. I was supposed to be the
feeder. We talked off, and on, about me feeding horses. I though it
was a good idea, at first, because working at pulp was heavy and
hard. It wasn't all the best but it was a nice j ob. I liked it but it wasn't
all that easy for me anyway. So that went on and, finally, I did make
up my mind to feed horses for Guy. So Billy Kelly and a couple more
men and me, we started building on the hovel. We was building it for
24 horses. That’s 12 on a side. We built it. We had plank floors. Of
course, we had tar-paper roofs but they was good. It was sturdy, a
nice building. There was a walk between the managers to feed them
hay and oats.
That was all right. I started feeding and, boys, the days begun
gitting long there. Feed, hurry in the morning. Up at 5 o'clock.
Taking care of those horses, keeping them cleaned out. Lots of hay
and oats in their mangers and lots of water. We pumped the water
from the river with a little Homelite pump. I had 2 barrels in between
the horses. I kept them full, watering the horses out of them.
Everything seemed to be going pretty good till more horses kept
coming. More crews. I was feeding there and, after awhile, it was 6
days a week. Rate off, 7 days a week and no bigger pay. Same pay.
More horses. Same pay. Hard work. So I used to think quite often
about cutting pulp.
When we cut pulp we had our day laid out and that was it. So
many hours. When we come in, I had to take care of my horse but
that wasn't so bad. A lot of horses was a lot of work. Cleaning them
out and keeping them clean. Supposed to be inspectors come along
but I didn't see too many inspectors. That went on and the more I
worked at it, the less I liked it. I worked at that a winter, a summer,
and a winter but the next spring I begun to git sick of that job. The
crews kept leaving now. There was still a lot of horses. I fed horses
and he had a mill there. I thought I'd try that. Lots of scoots there
to haul the ties and slabs away. All the ties were in one place. All the
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slabs and thick stuff come off that was for canoe wood was all piled
by itself. We worked till the ties were just about all sawed. There was
a lot of ties. Lot of work hauling and piling those ties and slabs.
Finally we gut that done. Then the horses seemed to be gitting fewer.
Then they could feed in the field. We took 'em to the old Ouellette
farm and turned some of 'em out.
I kept on working at the mill awhile longer. Johnny Connors
came and him and I set a place to strip canoe wood. So we had an
old army truck there. We fixed a place on front of it, kinda thing
where we could throw our slabs rate on front to bring it to where our
saw was. We had that fixed up so the poles would stay up pretty high
from the ground. All Johnny had to do was turn around and take
that cedar slab off that old truck frame we had built on front and put
it through the saw. That made it easier for us. I don't know how many
truckloads of canoe wood we sawed but we sawed way in the
summer. When that canoe wood was done, Johnny stopped working
there and we come home. The summer was mostly over so I worked
with Guy a few days, plowing.

SHORT STORIES

Popple Island Brook
In 1939, we went to Popple Island Brook. We had the one horse
and there was my father, Jesse, Albert Walker, Ellis, Grover and me.
It was in the summer, twitching poles. We had a tar-paper shack to
Popple Island Brook, and then at night we'd sleep to Bishop's barn
on the hay. So, Grover, poor Grover, was working with us. We liked
Grover, Delbert, Elmer, and all. They worked good with my father
and we were friends, pretty good friends. Real good friends. Grover
was up there with a horse twitching. They was helping us cut poles.
It was a small crew and we was cutting a long ways back. It took two
horses after they gut back quite a ways. They gut Grover.
Grover had infection in a tooth and his chin would swell big,
big, you know, and sore, I suppose. That would be just glossy. So he
gut the tooth pulled after awhile. They lanced that and they pulled
the tooth. But anyway, he had that there. So Ellis gut supper that
night in the shack and you know salt pork, you could parboil it and
fry it. Then fry it dry and it tastes good, real good. Then, you gut
pork. You didn't get just the rind. Ellis was getting supper, frying the
pork, getting the bread out. Had a little bit of a table. Ellis done the
cooking. Grover, he ate that pork. You know nobody was paying any
attention to him and he ate all the pork. So, come to supper,
potatoes and everything was on, Ellis had quart of nice mustard
pickles. He opened them. Jesse said, "Ellis, where's the pork?"
"Well," he said, "It's there." He knowed Grover ate the pork. He
said, "It's rate there, Jesse, in the plate."
"Well, the plates's here. No pork."
"Well, where’d the pork go? Did somebody upset the pork,
maybe, on the ground?"
"No. No," Grover said. "I ate the pork."
"Well," he says, "Grover, you didn't eat it all?"
There was more joking. They knew he ate the pork. We ate
supper and Grover was going to Agnes Bishop to take care of his
chin. Wash it. She was George Bishop's wife. They lived to the
Bishop Place. You'd go through the shortcut and there was the
Bishop Place. Handy there. He went down to git his chin done up.
She was good like that. They were good people.
Ellis was washing the dishes. He was a comical man. He had
a lot of little tricks in him. He says, "Francis, I'm gonna make Grover
eat that quart of pickles. He ate a lot of it anyway. I'm gonna make
him eat that quart of pickles when he gits back."
Grover had ate a big supper, you know. He was already burping
and going on. I said, "Well, Ellis, you can't do that."
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He always enjoys a good joke

He said, "Yuh. Yuh.
Now don't you say a word.
Grover's gonna eat that
quart of pickles." So back
he come. Ellis was muss
ing around there washing
dishes. He took the bottle
of pickles and started back
to the brook. "Francis," he
says, "it's too bad, these
pickles is awful good but I
gut to throw them away."
I said, "You are. You
gut to throw them away?"
"Yuh," he says, "I think
I'll throw them away. You
know they won't keep very

much longer."
Grover said, "Oh, you're not throwing the pickles away?"
"Well," he said, "Grover, I gut to throw them away unless you
want to eat some."
"Well," Grover said, "I can't eat all them pickles, Ellis, I had a
big supper but, anyway, I'll eat some of them." So he took a spoon
and he starts eating them pickles. Boy, he was gitting them down
pretty good. He begin to burp. "I can't"...more burps.
"Come on," Ellis said, "there's just a few left and I hate to throw
them away." Ellis kept at him till he ate all them pickles. So that
went all dandy. We was kinda laughing, you know, but we never said
a word. We went down to the barn to go to bed. When we gut in bed,
Ellis made believe he was asleep and talking in his sleep. He was
snoring away, you know, and he rolled over and he said, "Help
yourself to the pork, Grover." Then he'd turn over and snore. "Eat
some more pickles, Grover. Have some more pork. Be sure to try to
eat all the pickles, Grover."
By-n-by, Grover riz up. "That thing isn’t asleep!" He was laying
there burping. He had ate too much. That was pretty funny rate
there.
Poor Grover. He'd eat till he pretty near killed himself. Still in
all, he was an awful nice fuller.

Burnt Brow Brook
At Burnt Brow Brook there was a big landing there. We had
Robbie McBreairty. Frankie Walker was the cook. He couldn't cook
that good. Robbie pitched a tent there. He had somebody sleeping
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with him. I forgit who it was. But anyway, this Sunday he went in his
tent to read. He had some books with him. He took hold of the spread
and he throwed it back and he was leaning agin it. He felt that in the
spread, you know, something like it was moving. He took hold of the
corner of the spread and pulled it over and there was a great big
snake. I'm telling you it was 3 feet, or more, long and it was a goodsized snake. He come out of that. Robbie was young and smart and
he Jumped out of that tent backwards. He let the awfulest whoop out
of him. He gut a stick and he killed that.
Then there was a pine, about so big, stood on the bank of the
river and it was high down to the shore. There was a porcupine come
along and they drove that up that pine, clear up as far as they could
make it go - throwing rocks and stuff at it. Sticks. Then they chopped
that pine down. That hit out on the shore and that porcupine just
walked rate down the shore. It didn't hurt him at all. That was at
Burnt Brow Brook.

Two Mile Brook
We was going up to Two Mile Brook to work one summer. We
had been up there working and we had come down. John Walker and
I and Grover Walker was gong up. Wasn't there a cub bear run
across the road ahead of us. Then there was another cub bear and
they went up a stub about that size rate along side the road. They
went up that stub rate on the jump, just like they was jumping up.
The old one went off in the brakes along the old road. The brakes
would be that high, two feet or more. Brakes were just as thick along
there. And here didn't she stand up in the brakes to see what was
going on. John Walker was ahead and he grabbed his hat and
started just as tight as he could run. Grover was behind me and that
surprised me. I stopped and looked and he went by. He grabbed me
and yelled, "Come on!" he said, "Don't stand there and watch that!"

Young Brook
Everett Pelletier was there and he'd sit in the evening in the
men's camp and tell stories, all kinds of stories. But this one, he was
telling Uncle Bill some scriptures. He talked like he had read the
Bible. Uncle Bill would listen to that and he'd smoke and twist his
face. Everett was telling him this long story about two men in the
Bible. One's name was Julius Caesar and the other was Pompeii. So
he was telling this. "One day," he said, "Julius Caesar and Pompeii,
they got into a fight. Right into the hard old knocks." You know how
Everett could laugh. "Julius Caesar, he knocked hell out of Pompeii."
That was a Bible story. Ah boy, Uncle Bill never forgot that.
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Every once in awhile he'd laugh about Everett's story.

Earthquake
My father and Jesse worked up Little Black for George Morrison.
That was many years ago. They come home and this night was in the
spring. There was a lot of snow yet. My father was reading a book in
the rocking chair, and, of course, my mother was there. Jesse was
sitting in a rocking chair. This earthquake come and, look, it was a
big earthquake! You'd hear them boards up in the attic, what we
called the "collar beams" were rattling and everybody dropped on
their knees. Jesse was reading a book. He put it under his arm and
he was on his knees saying his prayers. It was funny. He never
dropped it. We used to laugh about that.
My mother taught us our prayers and every night we'd get on
our knees and say, "Now I Lay Me" and the "Lord's Prayer". She took
us to church, too, but we always said our prayers on our knees.

Story
Aunt Easter hurt her hip, or something, and she walked on
crutches. They had that little dog that stayed with them. Anyway it
was the cutest dog. It was just a little thing and if anything moved,
it was running and barking. So Aunt Easter and Uncle Aaron had
come downstairs - got up that morning. Uncle Aaron came down
first. He was an old man with whiskers. Aunt Easter was making her
way down and that little dog come from upstairs on the jump. When
it come down it gut caught in her crutch, you know. Well, they had
to come, some of 'em to help it. You know how they was made. It was
on the step, I don't know, and it jumped. So Uncle Aaron was telling
this story and he says, "You know everything was going pretty good
till that little dog," he said, "come downstairs and gut caught in
Easter's crotch." That story about Uncle Aaron went on for years and
years.

Story
Frank Walker was driving a team up there. They'd git up
anytime. They was trying to git done and they had nothing to eat and
they was a long ways up, see. He didn't want to try to break a road
to get any more groceries. He was trying to git done with what they
had. They didn't have too much to eat but, anyway, they was gitting
by. But Frankie, he went to bed and he said they gut up so early and
it was awful. He said they just gut laying down and Hamp Jackson
came and was hitting him on the foot. He said, "Frankie, come on.
Git up. It's time to git up."
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Frankie said, "Hamp, I'm not done saying my prayers."

Stories
Spotted J ack Gardner drove his team down J ones Brook. He gut
his leg broke but, you know, it was lucky enough it was in the fall.
There was a lot of slush running but they still brought him down in
a canoe to the Bishop Place. They gut him from there.
Irvin Jackson, on Young Brook, gut his leg broke down unload
ing sleds on the landing. I gut him out to Castonguay Settlement and
they called for Lee to come with his horse and sled and took him rate
down. Mel, I think, took him to Charlie Jackson's and they took him.
My father set Irvin's leg. He just straightened that rate out. Then he
put cedar splits and he tied them. Look, that man never said a word,
never said a word, and that must've hurt awful. When they brought
him down and took him to Dr. Albert, he said that the bone was set.
He couldn't do another thing. It was just exactly in its place. Of
course, my father didn't know but the way he fixed it, it was quite
a thing.
**********
My father lived up there with his mother. He said they were so
poor that they had a soup bone and they'd lend it. He said, "This day
we come to dinner and my mother had lent the soup bone down to
Walker's, or somewhere. We had to have that soup bone to make
soup. It was gonna be a rice soup, or tomato soup, or
cabbage...vegetable soup, maybe, but," he said, "my father told me,
he said you go down the road, it must've been to Walkers, and git
that bone. We need it for supper...And," he said, "you hurry." He
said, "I run just as hard as I could run down and when I gut there,
she had lent it to somebody else." You know that was comical. Well,
that was just a story, of course.

The Dingle
They put shelves in it. They'd have quarters of beef in that
dingle maybe hanging up agin the wall. And anything they wanted
to place. The codfish came in bales and was about that thick. There
was a bunch, long and square. They put wire on them to hold them
together. It was awful good, you know, salt cod.
You'd put them in a bag, tie a rope on it, throw them in a brook
and let them soak maybe over night. If the mink didn't come along
and take it, you'd go get it and it'd be nice and fresh. They'd fry that
in salt pork and they'd be good. They called it, the French and the
Catholics, the fat of that was "griads", see. They put the fish in that
and that was good, really good. If they had any left, they'd make a
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mash with potatoes and fish and, look, that was good. Really good.
Oh yes.

**********

There was a lot of good things about the woods. Nice warm
camps. You'd git there, like Pocwoc, we went there in May and we
didn't come down until March. That was just like staying home. We
was there so long. Course we stayed in shacks awhile. The family
was there. Nobody was sick. God was good. Nobody gut hurt. It was
a long way from a road. Even when we were at Basford Brook, you'd
come out to the point of Little Black and you'd look down the river
there for over a mile before it turns. If anybody d gut hurt up in there,
that snow on the ground, they'd a died. But nobody gut hurt.

Short Story
Lumber days was my life. I've been at it for a long time. If it
wasn’t for my heart I could still, couldn't work in the woods, but I
could still work at something. I could make a good garden and
everything but the way it is now I thank God that I'm up and around.
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THE DEPRESSION
There was no work, none whatsoever. They had what they
called the WPA and men worked there from early morning till night.
I remember my father. He walked from home down across the ferry
boat and up to Walker Brook with an axe and a pickaxe. He stayed
and dug in the ditch and cut bushes all day and that was called the
WPA. Some called it the "Bread Line". Your pay was what they called
a "due bill". The due bill was worth $6.00 and they worked the week
till Saturday night. They give 'em $6.00. Wally Albert was on the
road and he picked up that little slip of paper and I suppose he give
'em maybe $4.00 worth of groceries for that little slip of paper. But
that went round for years, you know.
Now I'm gonna tell you something. This depression - the banks
was full of money. You know who was holding that money? The
republicans. There was a republican in. They wouldn't spend a cent
and they had lots of money. You know there was some old people
around here, Walter Henderson, George McBreairty, different men
who worked hard for a dollar a day and maybe some days less. They
had a little money saved up and when Roosevelt stopped that - that
money was no more good. He started out making new money. Then
he made this WPA and started people working in that until work got
started.
But, you know, it was real, real hard times, them was. But up
home where we lived on that little old farm, we had our own horses,
cattle, milk, eggs, butter. My father killed a beef critter and a pig. We
had fresh pork. My Mother would - and there'd be jugs - she'd make
them prints of butter and pack them in jars and we had them down
in the basement. We really didn't have no basement, just a big hole
dug. And you know with our garden stuff, we had what you call a
"green house" dug in the bank. We had our potatoes in there and
carrots and turnips and beets, cabbage. We took them cabbage and
we pulled them out, roots and all. We tied ropes on them. We had
poles in the green house and we hung them up. We took the looser
leaves off them and the water would run out of them and they never
would rot. The carrots, we had a lot of carrots. We had lots of
everything. We put them on some gravel down there in the green
house - laid them down and a little bit of gravel over them. Them
would keep just like when you pulled them. We had a big garden.
And we had lots of potatoes.
So in the depression, my father, he'd grow buckwheat. In the
fall, we'd cut that buckwheat and rake it. We had to cut that with a
hand scythe. We d rake - Elmer McBreairty and I would put the rake
on that buckwheat and drag it through the stubble. We had to lift
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it and roll it in little bunches till it would dry out. Then we'd go turn
it over. Then we had a wagon. The rack on the wagon was lined with
blankets, horse blankets and old spreads on the bottom, we wouldn't
lose it. Then we d unload it and put it in barrels in the barn. Then
they'd thrash. That was dumped rate into the thrashing machine,
too. The fans blowed all the dirt out of it.
He'd take that in the fall, that buckwheat, and he'd go to Fort
Kent with it to their grist mill. They'd grind that up and he'd trade
buckwheat flour for fine flour, what you make bread with. We had
a lot of that ahead, nearly a ton of that. We had a place with poles
and chains and boards across and we laid that flour on that. That
was hanging from the ceiling of the kitchen in the old house. Course
they had it boarded up good and tight. Then we had been in the
newer house we just built.
So in all this time my mother, she'd be knitting, you know, and
cooking pancakes and stuff. It was comical. She cooked pancakes
with butter and we picked berries. Had lots of berries and that was
good. Now my two cousins come up. They used to be up to my place
a lot and I'd be down there and play. Grover and Elmer. So, one day
my mother, she was a pretty good cook but she cooked pancakes and
they didn't turn out just the way they should have been but they was
real good. But Elmer Walker was the kinda fuller who d say most
anything come in to his mind. So my mother didn't take too many
- well, jokes was all right but not from the younger generation. Well,
we was eating dinner and Elmer said, "Boy, Cindy, "your pancakes
is jist like rubber."
She said, "Well, they're good enough for you. You eat that and
go home!"
That there was really comical. He'd tell that and laugh.
Everything, then, you had growed, the beef and the pork. We
had a big barrel, bigger than a 55 gallon barrel, cut in two. We had
that, a chain on it and a pole we put through it, washed potatoes and
put in that and cooked it for the pigs. Boy, that really made them fat.
We had lots of that stuff. So it made it quite a lot easier for people
in that depression compared to the other ones.
In that depression, boys, it wasn't really easy. Papa went down
to Bud England's and talked to him awhile. He said, "You go up on
Chemquassabamticook and cut just a few poles." That was the
winter of the depression. "Just don't take a crew of men. Cut 'em
yourself."
So he went and he took Jesse and Uncle Bill McBreairty and
George. There was 4 of them went with the horses. Before they went
Uncle Bill was kinda low. He had plenty of potatoes but he didn't
make no garden. They wasn't too much for gardens. But anyway
Papa give him some garden stuff and some flour and some beans and
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pork and stuff so they'd have something home before he started up.
I'll never forget that because it was hard. So that was the first little
Job that they started from the WPA on. That worked out pretty good.
They felt good about that.
They worked up there a couple of months, maybe cutting poles
and dragging in with a pair of horses. So in the old depression,
Christmas came. Henry Baker had a little house rate there where
Arlo's wife is living. My mother bought us kids whatever there was
and Uncle Joe's wife bought for Grover and Elmer. We come there for
Christmas. Santa Claus was gonna be there. He was bringing
things. Oh, there was a real Santa Claus then. So we waited and we
watched and waited with patience. By-n-by, this man come in. He
had a bag of stuff and he named everyone off and he handed them
presents. Boy, you know, that was kinda nice. We had a lot of fun
there waiting for Santa.
In them days, Henry Hughes lived in the Will Henderson house.
That was a big home. That was a ranch! Henry Hughes bought that
and I stayed there a lot with the boys, Ellis, Norman and Clint. Three
of them stayed there. It was big enough for all. They didn't have no
girls of their own but they brought up Sarah Ellen Jackson. She's
Tedore Jackson's daughter. But anyway, that big old house - we
called them Uncle Aaron and Aunt Easter. Everybody called them
aunt and uncle. So, they was living there, too, with the Hughes. They
had a little dog. Uncle Aaron did, and the dog was called Dixie.
Anyway there was Christmas there. Santa was coming there. There
was quite a few of us, you know, from around what we called Dickey.
It was a big place and we was all waiting there. Uncle Aaron and
Aunt Easter was there. Uncle Elbridge was the Santa, all dressed up
you know. By-n-by, in he come. He made a good Santa. Pretty tall.
He was stepping along, you know. Put that bag down and he started
digging into it and he'd come to a name. When he come to Uncle
Aaron, you know it was all pretty real. He says, "Uncle Aaron. Uncle
Aaron Jackson. I can remember," he says "when you was a little baby
in a crib just about like that."
I was young and I was thinking now that's a long time ago since
Uncle Aaron was a baby. I was taking that all in.
They had a way of making money too, so finally it all started
from the bread line. They gut by and Wally seemed to git by pretty
good, too. He went along in years, worked hard, and drove horses on
the road in winter. He built up and gut strong at the last of it.
But the men, they didn't work too hard on that breadline but
they worked every day, doing something. They had jobs around the
town that they done. I don't know who was the boss on that
breadline but Lansin Kelly took a big toll in that. He had horses and
he worked them. 1 never worked on the breadline because I was too
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young but they cut firewood. First, they started working on the
graveyard. Then they started up on the Inn Road trying to haul
gravel, or something. That was with horses. Than Lansin took them
to St. Francis to the Narrow Gauge. They tried that a day, or two, and
I guess that was too cold. Then he took them out back of the catholic
church. There was a road went back there where Rex is living now,
a road come out there they called the Ward Road. Lansin Kelly took
a crew of men out there and each man had to cut a cord of wood a
day to git his week’s pay. I don't know what the week’s pay was.
That’s what they done.
He had quite a crew of men in there. Each man would put up
his half a cord of wood a day, cut it down, saw it, slab it. They didn't
split it. They slabbed it and corded it. He hauled that wood out with
his team and maybe another pair of horses. I don't know. He hauled
that out there by Charlie Kelly’s, along Ross Brook, and piled it up.
In the spring that was a big pile of wood and I guess he delivered that
around or gave it to the people. The wood all went.
In the meantime, my father kept looking for work; a little here,
and there. He went to St. Francis to Bud England's and he talked to
him. Bud England was just starting
out then, I think. He gave him a job for
him and his team. He took my brother,
Jesse and he took Uncle Bill and
George. He told them to go to
Sibemsicook and cut a few poles. They
could cut them and bring them out.
Then when they couldn't work in the
spring, they could peel their poles.
Axe peel them. So they gut a few
groceries. Well, they didn't git grocer
ies. My father took oats but they went
to Didieme Jandreau's and boarded
there. Didieme and Annie were living
to the Castonguay place. They had a
good place there. It was a good place
Jesse
to board and she was one of the best
cooks. They had a good place for horses, too.
Then they cut poles and put 'em to the river. It was a long, quite
a long river. It was quite a long distance but they had lots of time.
There wasn't much to do. They worked at them poles for whatever
they could git out of them because there was no work and they were
lucky to have a job. They was glad to have a job. They worked at that
till just before the ice run and then they come home. My father come
home with the horses so they wouldn't be caught across the river.
They had done pretty good. They never gut rich, or anything, but
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they had a good, little job and it helped a lot.
We kept on up at the old place so that W.P.A. helped. I
remember that W.P.A. and Cyril Jandreau of St. Francis. The state,
or government, I don't know which, would send things around for
people, like cornmeal. Maybe, I believe, maybe some butter. I kinda
forgit what all it was but he had it there to deliver. Each person'd go
git what was coming to him, so much to a family. My mother and I
took a horse and sled and we went to St. Francis. We gut that, they
called it "relief stuff', whatever it was. I kinda forgit about that
because that’s quite a while ago. We gut whatever we had coming to
us. Camille Soucy had a little barn and I put the horse in there and
fed it its dinner. I don't remember where we had dinner but, anyway,
we hooked the horse up after dinner and come home. It was quite a
long day to drive down there and have dinner but anyway we made
it. I think it was powdered milk, or something like that, that we
didn't need but, whatever they had, we took it anyway and was
satisfied that we gut it. There might have been some footwear there,
for people, but I don't remember that.
That's about the end of the old depression days that I know. For
one thing, they started the 8-hour day and we started paying a half
cent to the dollar social security and I'm glad we paid that. That's
what we're drawing today. If we wouldn't've paid it in, if that never
had come to pass, we never been gitting social security. So I'm
thankful that everything turned out the way it did although it wasn't
easy. But everybody gut by and were satisfied. Had to be satisfied
because that was really hard times, then.
So that was about the end of the depression because that didn't
last too long. I do know one thing, the dollar was a big dollar bill. A
big paper bill, the dollar bill was. When they made the new paper
money, they made a smaller dollar bill like we gut now. They made
a few changes but its been alright so far anyway. We had work, not
the biggest pay, but we had work and gut by.
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THE LUMBER WOODS — LATER YEARS
My father, brother and I went to work for Aaron on Popple
Island Brook. We built a set of camps for the Victory Company. He
cut lumber there with 6 horses. He cut over a million lumber that
winter. We cut there for Aaron. I called him "Old Aaron". Everybody
did.
My father was gitting along in years. He'd git cold and tired. My
brother, Jimmy, was cutting with us. So Jimmy and I used the
crosscut saw there. There was no chainsaws. We used the crosscut
saw. Jimmy and I cut down and junked up. My father, once in
awhile, would help us junk up. Jimmy and I would cut them down.
Jimmy would limb them and my father would yard a few. When he'd
git tired I'd start yard
ing with the horse. He
shouldn't have been
working at all but we
was there that winter.
We had our team there.
My father, Jimmy and I
used one horse and 2
French guys used the
other horse yarding.
Fred Jackson was there
with his own horse.
Lansin Kelly and Clyde
Hughes was there and
they had their horse
and Aaron's team was
there. Young Aaron
used one and Louie
Jackson used the other
and they had somebody
cutting with them.
French guys.
Aaron had his wife,
Melissa, there. She
cooked and she was a
good cook. He had a big
crew. He had one of his
daughters there, Verna,
helping Melissa. Mel
issa was a very hard
Two pictures showing the old bucksaw
working woman. Sowas
and the newer truck.
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Aaron. Old Aaron was a hard-working man, nice man to work for. We
gut along real good there that winter. We worked cutting logs. We
didn't cut a lot of logs but we cut quite a few. We d git 75 and 80 my brother and father.
The first time I tried to file a crosscut saw - my dad always filed
the saw and it cut pretty good. But he couldn't stand the cold to file
the saw so I used to file at it. It done the Job. It was a cold winter and
my dad would git cold. Anyway we worked there that winter. Aaron
cut over a million that winter and the yarding was done. He had a
truck of his own and he put his son, Roll Jackson, on it. We had a
big yarding place where the tractor would bring the logs to. Then the
truck would hook on the load of logs on the sled and take it to the
river. It would unhook off those sleds, hook on another and come
back, unhook, and hook on another. If anything happened to the
tractor, or something, we kept rate on with the horse, bringing 'em
out. He landed over a million on the bank to Popple Island Brook.
That was a big pile of lumber.
Then Romeo Jackson and I cut on Bishop Brook. We cut logs
with a pair of horses. They were short logs but we'd drag 'em out to
the river. We had a long landing. We'd drag 'em out to the river and
junk 'em up there. We didn't yard any. We’d Just drag ’em in there
for the latter part of the winter and later in the spring. When the
going was breaking up, we stayed. We gut our board and our horses
was boarded. We worked there till the road was gitting bad. That was
the last of the logs with my father. He worked awhile after that. He’d
git tired but he still wanted to work in the woods.
My uncle gut a job in the woods for Bud England. We went to
the Henry Hughes Swamp and cut logs for my Uncle Sam Walker. He
gut the job and we was working for him. He had four horses when
we cut there that summer. My mother cooked there the summer. We
had a nice place. It was a shack but it had a nice floor in it. It was
a tar-paper shack but it was built Just like a small house. My mother
boarded the men and charged them so much a day apiece for board.
She bought the groceries and I'd bring 'em to the woods. My mother
charged so much for the board to pay for the groceries and make her
wages. We worked hard there that summer.
There were 4 horses. John Walker and I had my horse. My
father, brother, and Sam Walker cut together, three of them with one
horse. They was along in years so there was 3 of them in that crew.
They cut whatever they could and they done good, too. Lincoln
Walker and Nelson Hughes cut together and Lester Jandreau and
Murray Walker cut there, too. It was quite a crew for my mother to
cook for but she done it. She had one of John Walker's young boys
to go and stay with her and help a little. I almost believe they had
a gas stove. I think they did. It was quite awhile ago but I believe it
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was gas.
We cut shot logs there for England. John Walker and I cut
together. We made good money, but we worked a long, long day. We
worked till suppertime and I'd take feed into the woods for the horse's
supper. I'd feed him his supper. Then we'd walk to the shack for supper.
Then we d go back and work till just about dark. We worked a long day
and we yarded a lot of lumber. We never went to 100 logs a day but I
yarded as high as 96. That was the two of us. John had a bucksaw. He
cut them down and junked them up and, when I had time, I helped him
swamp. We had a side hill yard. Worked pretty good. We didn't have to
have no blocks nor wire. Those yards, we had to build them up high for
the trucks. The bottom of that yard had to be high enough so the truck
could roll the bottom of that yard. They'd roll it on level. So they's start
on a lower yard and then they'd go to a higher yard and roll them down
enough till they'd clean that yard all off. Then they'd step ahead to
another one. It was a real good way, too. It was hard, at first, for the men
who were using wire lines because they had to start their yard so high.
We yarded some but we had quite a few yards that we put up in that side
hill. Before the yarding was done, the trucks started hauling. The
truckman loaded himself. The yards were nice and easy to load.
Sometimes the man to the yard was cutting. He'd help them put on a
few logs. I don't knowjust how much my uncle cut that summer but we
done real good. We made good money. It was a nice summer. We had
a cook rate there. We didn't have to botch for ourselves like we used to.
We gut that done. That was just about the last of my father's working
in the woods. I don't think he worked in the woods after that. He gut so
he couldn't work but John Walker and I kept on.
The next place we went to was the Joe Kelly Crossing. That's on
Little Black where Johnson Brook crosses Bud England's truck
road. That's why they called it the Joe Kelly Crossing. Rate there Joe
Kelly had a set of camps and the truck road crossed the brook there.
We went there to work for Sam and Willie Walker. They had the job
for Bud England and we started cutting logs. There was 4 horses
there that summer. Sam had 2. I had a horse and they had a horse
belonged to Herman Hafford. John and I cut with one team. Willie
and Richard Walker cut with the Hafford horse and Lincoln and Sam
Walker worked together. We cut there till fall, very late. Then they
started trucking, short logs, of course. There were 3, or 4, maybe 5
trucks. I believe John Walker had a truck. I don’t know who else.
Lester and Willie had a truck. We cut a lot of logs. That was summer.
That winter we went up to the Walter Mullins camp on Johnson
Brook. It was beyond where we cut in the summer. We went on up
and we cut there with 4 horses again for Bud England and Madison's
Mill to St. John. There was a big crew there. Uncle Sam's wife
cooked. She was a good cook.
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THE OLD SCHOOL DAYS
Then there was the old school days. There was a little, old red
schoolhouse built on Joe Kelly's, you remember. It was a small
schoolhouse and it had a bell on it and we'd come to school then. Them
was pretty good days but, you know when I first started going to school,
the bigger boys down to Uncle Joe Walker's was going. There was
Grover, Delbert, Albert and Elmer. Jesse and Rob Walker, too. Do you
know who was teaching there? Hector Bourgoine. They kinda were
leads. They was it.
But Hector taught
Jesse. He thought a
lot of Jesse so he
taught Jesse how to
scale lumber. Them
days you had to
count or use a wheel.
The older ones kinda
went to eighth grade
We kept on a
going, the Uncle Joe
boys, me, Guy
Kelly, Billy Kelly,
and Phyllis. George
Morrison lived up
there. George lived
on the Vin place.
Talking about the old school days
Lloyd Theriault is
there now. There was a big house, nice house, too. They tore it down
but it was a nice home. George Morrison lived there and he had
Sterlin and Myrtle, Ruth and Winnie. He had some more and 1 can t
think of their names. He had an older girl. They were smart.
We'd go to school there and we had a lot of fun. We'd slide there.
In them days you went to school, you didn't have much to wear. We
could only go to school in the fall until it begun to get too cold cause
we were going in our bare feet. Then we'd get something to wear
through the winter so we d do chores, us that could. Then when
spring come, we went with that on our feet till it gut warm enough
and we was glad to take them off and go to school in our bare feet.
And I remember, it was comical, going to school in our barefeet. Our
feet would git all chapped and cracked, you know. Sore! Of course,
they had something they used to rub on them. But there was mud.
Our feet would git all muddy.
One day we was going to school, I ll never forgit it. It seems like
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yesterday. We was coming - some days we had to go home for dinner
and some days we had something to take. So my mother had a gallon
kittle. The gallon kittles was made - the lard came in them.
Sometimes it was a 5-pound kittle and sometimes it was a 10-pound
kittle. The cover fit on it fairly tight and sometimes it was loose. So
we was coming to school and Mama was lugging our dinner and they
was kinda ahead of me and I was behind them. 1 looked down and
Uncle Joe Walker's boys was Just coming out on the road to go to
school and they was running. I went by my mother as tight as I could
run. When I went by her I went too close to my mother and my heel
hit the bottom of that kittle. The lunch went everywhere. She
gathered up what she could save. Them was funny days.
We went to the old school. It was cold. The school was cold. So Joe
Cyr was our teacher. Nice man, but ugly. Grover Walker was so scared
of him. When he started talking to Grover about reading or we’d go to
the board to write something, Grover'd be nervous and shaky. The
white chalk, you know, he'd git that in his mouth and he'd write and he
couldn't git it right. Mr. Cyr was setting there, a pretty ugly teacher, you
know, and he had what you'd call a pointer. That was made tapered,
then square. Boys, we used to laugh about Grover. He’d be so nervous
you know, and that was in the hard-time days.
I remember, maybe I'm a little ahead, but Joe Cyr, Mr. Joe Cyr,
he was the teacher there but up on the bank at Tom Gardner's, there
was a little camp. Pingree built it. Well, he stayed there. He had
something to do with the Bread Line, maybe. Well, he gut in rubbers
there for people. Gum rubbers to wear, see. Well, Aaron, Young
Aaron Jackson, he was young and he was all full of life, tricky, oh
boy. So he come down with a little driving horse and he crossed the
rocky point. It was in the winter. He come down to my place and he
stopped and gut me to go. He said, "Joe Cyr's gut all kinds of rubbers
for people down there. We gut word they did so I’m going after some.
Come with me. Git some for yourself and whoever wants some."
I went with him and, yes sure enough, there was a lot of rubbers
just tied up and piled up. So we started picking out our sizes and Mr.
Cyr said, "Hey Aaron, there's a lot of them there at the Head-of-theRapids?"
"Oh, many! We re a big family up there, you know. There's 15, or
20 of us up there and we all need rubbers. We’re all in our bare feet."
We gut what rubbers he'd give us anyway and we started back
up. Rate there by Uncle Joe's, the cow up there, there’s a little raise
there and it was Just a narrow road. The cow come up there, started
up the road in front of that little driving horse. Aaron just pulled up
the reins, whistled at that and he chased that poor cow all the way
up to our place. I tried to git him to stop. Pretty near killed the cow.
We went to school and lots of noons we walked home to dinner.
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One day we was going up and Jasper Kelly was there and he was
pretty bad. Billy and we all played together. Guy, Guy was tricky. He
was a smart fuller, you know. He was smart in action and we'd see
these feet coming up out of Uncle Joe Kelly’s place. He'd walk on his
hands. His feet raised up there. We’d see that coming and we'd stand
at the school and he'd walk clear up there on his hands. When he gut
to the schoolhouse, he just flipped and struck on his feet. Oh, he was
smart! He'd put his hands in his pockets and turn a handspring and
hit on his feet and never hit his hands.
That old school burnt. It was awful cold and they made a big fire
in it. It was Mrs. Henderson's boys, Bob and Walter, made the fire.
It was cold in there and they run down and that caught fire. It burnt
and they built the big one.
We was in school there, one day, and Jap was pretty sly. He’d
come home for dinner and there was insulators on the poles. You
know how they'd turn those insulators off at the line. There was
maybe one line, maybe two, but there was maybe one line and not
too tall a pole. You know that Mallet was looking after that just like
they would now, you know, telephone line from Fort Kent. I forgit his
first name but his name was Mallet. Jap, going home that day for
dinner, knocked off 2, or 3, of them insulators and the line was
down. As soon as it was, Flo, who was tending central, notified them
rate of that something was wrong with the line. They come rate up.
Didn't he come rate in the schoolhouse. He commenced trying to
blame the school, kinda trying to scare the children, you know. He
walked in and he says, "I'm looking for a boy that knocked insulators
of the pole yesterday. Off the telephone line, broke the insulators."
Jasper sitting there, 'Twas him, you know. "'Twasn’t me!"
He said, "Yes it was you. You're the one. They tell me it was you.
If you wouldn't've spoke I'd never know who you was. Now you've
told on yourself."
His father had to go to talk to them. Talk that out. Maybe bought
some other stuff. You know there was little law then.
But we had a good time. We was going up the road one day to
dinner and Grover was walking ahead of me. You know we had a dirt
road and some places it'd be Just as hard as glass and there'd be just
a little dust on that. So Grover was walking a long ways ahead and
back here somebody gut in a row. I don't know who it was but we was
walking along and they throwed a rock. It went by whoever they
wanted to hit but it hit Grover in the back of the head. Just
scratched his head. He let a whoop out of him and his feet was long.
He went up the road there just whish, whish, whish. Little bit of dust
flying. Boy oh boy, that was comical. It hurt him but, still in all, we
had to laugh. And then that was the story, you know, for quite
awhile. Then it died out. That's about all of that.
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THE STORY OF MY FAMILY
I'd like to start on my family, my married life and family. My wife
had a son before we were married and she called him Wilmer. He
grew up and went to Sweden to work for Raymond Moirs and fell in
with a very nice woman there. Her name was Raylene Landeen. He
married this lady and they had one child. They went along through
the years and cancer struck this lady. She was a very fine woman
and finally this cancer took her away. She had a lot of sickness and
hard time but after a few years she passed away. Their daughter
growed up and was a fine girl. She moved away to some other state.
I don't know where it is.
Now it comes to my children. We were married in 1940, Ida
(Jackson) and I, and our first daughter was born in 1941. We called
her Luwine. She grew up and we got along very well. Then our next
daughter, Cola, was born on February 3, 1943. Cola grew up and
was around home a long time with Luwine.
My first son was born and we called him Irvin. That was on Dec.
5, 1944. My next son was Vernon. November 3, 1945 was his
birthday. Marvin was next on June 27, 1947. They were my three
first boys that was born. I loved those boys and girls. Those boys
growed up with me. When they was younger I took two of those boys
in the woods with me. They worked and done what they could. We
had a good time and I loved those boys. Marvin was a fine boy, a
smart boy. He liked the woods and stuck to the woods. He's still in
the woods.
My next boy was Boyd. Boyd was a twin. Him and Braden were
twins. They was born
March 29, 1948. They
growed up, those two
boys, and they were
strong and well. I have
a story to come on them.
My next boy, Bernard,
was born June 1, 1951.
Then my two girls came
next. Delores was the
oldest. She was born
February 12, 1952.
Elaine was born July 4,
1956.
Now those ten children of mine, I loved
Francis and Ida with sons, Vernon, Irvin,
them very much. They
Marvin, Braden and Bernard
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loved me. They growed up and started getting older and looking for
better things - my two older daughters especially. Luwine went to
Caribou and went to work. She was a fine girl, growed up. She went
to work in Caribou and she met a boy there that worked on the
Limestone Base. His name was Maynard Bouchard. They went
together awhile and were married. They're still together. He worked
on the base and then he started farming. Luwine, she worked hard,
picked potatoes and helped. Done the best she could until one day
they went for a snowmobile ride with Skidoos of course, and there
was a lady run into Luwine and hurt her leg awful bad. From one
doctor to another, trying to get her leg healed, trying to get better,
Luwine was still suffering bad. From the needles and medication, it
drove her right to a very serious sickness. She still is sick. She's
having a hard time. But, she's going away. She hopes, in God's will,
that they can operate on her lungs. She’s had bad lung trouble and
she's in hopes she'll get help there and we are, too. We are praying
that she will get help there and come back. The doctor says she'll be
able to breathe pretty near as good as she did, so we are in hopes that
she'll be well and come back home. It takes a long time but she is
ready for the operation. They're supposed to take some part off her
lung. I don’t know from there what they do. Luwine has three
children. She had two boys, Ricky and Randy and she called her girl
Lisa. Luwine is still living in Caribou.
Cola grew up and was still a young girl when she went away to
Caribou to work. Through her work, and days there, she met a boy
she liked very well. His name was Roger Pelletier. So they was
married and lived in Caribou for awhile. Then they moved to
Connecticut and then they went to Florida. They are there now. She
had four children, three boys and one girl. She had Roger, Mike,
Cleora and John. That was the four children she had. They are living
there and having a good time. Well, they're not having a good time.
They have a nice house they built themselves. It's theirs. They own
their home. They’re a long ways away. We don't see them very often
but when they can, they come home. It's a long distance but they
come back in the summer if they can.
We moved to Caribou and went to work and we had the boys and
the rest of the family with us. I was working for a farmer. In the fall
we'd pick potatoes. We worked down there and Chick (Irvin) grew up
and met a girl. All I know is her name is Linda. I don't know her last
name but he married her, nice lady. They're living in Connecticut
and doing good. He’s working for a small contractor on construction.
The man and his son that Chick works for, there's only three of
them, they take down buildings, build swimming pools, build
basements and haul gravel. They have their Job there. He's doing
real good and he has his own home. They have 2 boys and 2 girls.
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When we were in Caribou, Vernon, my next son, in Sweden,
Boze (Vernon) met a lady there. Her name was Joyce Landeen. They
went together a few years and was married. He works on construc
tion. My other son, Marvin, works with him on construction. They’re
together. They have their own gravel pit. They have their own trucks.
They have their own bulldozers and backhoes and front-end load
ers. So they work for themselves. Whoever wants a job done, they do
it. Them boys have
the outfit to work
with and people
hires them to
work for them.
They can't seem to
ever catch up.
They have lots of
work. They haul
gravel, dig some
where,
patch
roads, and fix
driveways. They
do all this work.
Vernon and Joyce
have 1 boy.
Then comes
to my twins. Boyd
and Braden never
married. We had
the twins. They
growed up. Boyd
was with us stayed with us
Boyd, Braden and Marvin on the ferry boat at
and worked for
106 on the st. John
Bobby McBreairty
on backhoe and front-end loader. Braden went to Connecticut and
that's where he is yet, working for the town of Manchester. They do
all kinds of work. They work for a man and that's their job. They work
on plumbing, sewers and putting in pipelines. That's their job.
Bernard is my next son, my youngest son. He grew up and he works
for Carney McBreairty. He's there in the garage and he works in the
winter around the machinery. Whatever there is to do, he's been
there quite a few years working for Carney.

Days of Polio
My three boys, Boyd, Braden and Bernard. We was in the days
of polio. Sad, hard time we had. Polio struck in the Allagash. I just
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forget what year it was but my three boys had polio all at once. We
had a lot of sad, hard times. We were poor people when polio struck.
Polio struck the Allagash and there was 8 children in Allagash had
polio. There was only one child in Allagash that died. That was
Lennie Kelly's daughter, Ellen. Lennie had a child with polio. Perry
McBreairty had a child with polio. Charlie McBreairty had a child
with polio. Roll Jackson had a child with polio, and I had three sons
with polio. Clifford Pelletier had a daughter that married Earl Kelly.
She had polio. [Note: Owen Gardner had polio, also.]
We had a hard time. We was poor people but we was lucky. We
had help to do our traveling. My sons had to go to Bath, Maine. They
were in the hospital. At that time they had no vaccine like penicillin.
When that struck the Allagash, there was no penicillin but, thank
God, in a short time they had penicillin. My boys, they treated them
to Fort Kent as good as they could do. Then they had to be
transferred to Bath, Maine where they stayed at that home there.
Hyde Home, it was called. A big house where a man had died and left
it to the children. I thank God for that. It was a good cause. There
was many kids there and there was all kinds of things that had
struck besides the polio.
Perry McBreairty's son had it in the neck and he couldn't turn
his head, only the one way. Lots of times it wouldn't turn. He had to
turn his whole body. God bless him. He had that and it hurt him bad.
Lennie Kelly's little girl died. Charlie McBreairty's girl's name was
Fanny. She had it in one arm. It was left paralyzed. My three
children: Boyd, it hit him in the arm and he had a bad arm. He could
use it and it was strong but it didn't grow very big. He was smart and
strong. He could use machinery, trucks and backhoes and front-end
loaders. He worked for Bobby McBreairty and Bobby put him on
that. All summer he stayed on that and never missed a day. It was
in the Allagash digging trenches, and loading trucks. He was in St.
Francis. Done a big job there putting water from across the railroad
tracks where the old station used to be in St. Francis up on the hill.
He done all that. The pipeline there - he had help but he used the
backhoe and front-end loader and they put that pipeline clear to the
schoolhouse and some homes. Poor Boyd. He had a wreck and we
lost him.
Braden, he just had the fever real bad. Bernard had polio in his
face. You can’t notice it, only the ones who know about it. He had it
in his mouth. When he first had polio on one side of his face had polio
real bad but it come back to where you can't hardly notice it now.
He's getting along good now.
Delores, she come along February 12, 1952.1 can't never forget
that night. Lennie Kelly had the roads to plow from the Head-o-the
Rapids to Fort Kent. That's a long piece of road. He had his son,
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Hilton, and they each
had a truck. But the
night she was born it
snowed nearly three
feet. Them men with
them plows - they
couldn't stop. Lennie
Kelly, here where I'm
living, I saw him in the
hill where the road was
drifted rate level full to
the bank and he gut
through that after
snowstorm when Delores was born
awhile. Sometimes he'd
be pretty near an hour or so before he could get through that drift.
He never stopped, him and his son, and they kept that road open.
I had called the doctor to come sometime I'd say around twelve
or one o'clock. If I remember right that was about the hour. My
doctor was Dr. Savage and he was one of the finest doctors that ever
was in Fort Kent. He was my doctor for most of my children. For
Delores, he come to the road here, couldn't get in with his car, had
to walk from the road in. He gut here to the road at four in the
morning. There was lots of snow in my driveway. It wasn't plowed.
They didn't plow driveways then. They shoveled them. We didn't
have ours shoveled that early. The wind was blowing. He made his
way to the house. I had a lantern. I went out to the side of the road
and tied it to a stake so he could see where it was. He was so long
coming that I went after Billy Kelly, he had a big Hudson car, to go
see if we could go meet the doctor. While we was tanking up at Guy's,
we looked down the road and there was a car coming. Billy said, "I
betcha that's him coming now!"
We run down and, yes, it was him. He had a big Hudson and I
think that would be the only kind of car that could go on a night like
that - that they could drive from Fort Kent to Allagash here where
I'm living. He had a lot of trouble but he made it. That was the night
Delores was born.
Then Elaine, I call her my firecracker. She was born July 4,
1956. Elaine and Delores are the two girls I depend on today very
much. Delores and Elaine is living handy here where I can call 'em
and they can come any time I call. I have a story to tell about Elaine...
Elaine, after she grew up, she took very sick. She was very, very sick,
Elaine was. We had her to doctors in Fort Kent and they said, "We've
done everything we can for your daughter that we could do. We give
her all kinds of medicine that we can think of and there isn't
anything we can do."
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So we brought her home and laid her on the couch. She was
sick. We tried to give her some of the medicine the doctor gave us.
She was laying on the couch and Delores came along. Mr. Harris
lived rate here on the hill near us.
Delores said, "I'm going to get Mr. Harris to come up and pray
for Elaine."
We said, "Yuh, that would be good."
So she went down on the run and asked Mr. Harris and he said,
"Yes. I'll go right off."
He come up here, took Elaine by the hand and he sat down and
started praying. He prayed for Elaine and, God bless her, she began
to move around a little. He kept rate on praying. He said that when
Delores went to get him she said, "Mr. Harris, if you will come and
pray for Elaine, she'll get well." God was with her. God healed her
rate there. Before Mr. Harris was done praying Elaine was healed.
Elaine had never ate for a long time. She set up on the couch and
then she went to the refrigerator. She opened the refrigerator door,
brought out a gallon of milk and a glass. She poured out milk and
she started drinking. Then she started eating. From that time on
Elaine’s been well. God bless her. God's been good to us.
I had a big family - ten children. I don't think there was a
disease that went, come winter, that they didn't have. More than one
winter. They had the whooping cough. They had the mumps. They
had the measles and if there's anything else, they had it all. We had
a hard time but I love my children very much and they love me. They
was a big family and besides I never brought my wife in this yet but
she was with us through thick and thin. I haven't told the sad part
yet but I'll get to it.
Yes, my children had a hard time. We were poor, very poor, but
our sons and daughters were good to us. My wife worked hard to
bring up that big family. She worked at wood, shoveled snow and
everything else. She kept the fire going in winter when I was gone.
The sad part of it was, well, the girls take good care of me now. That's
one good thing I can say. My girls, I just ask them and they're here
to take me wherever I want to go. To a doctor. To the hospital. The
sad thing is my wife had to work outside and inside, both. She had
to lug water from the spring. It was hard before I got water to the
house. It’s in the house now but there was a long time we had no
water.
Maybe I'm missing something about my wife but I hope I can get
it all in. She had a hard time. I drank liquor and beer, too much, and
I gave my wife a hard time. I'm not lying about anything. I want
everything that I'm telling to be the truth about her. One thing I can
say, she kept the children together. She kept the children with her
and I can thank God for that. My children can say she kept them
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together and was
real good to them,
very good. I was
good to them when I
could but when I
was drinking I
couldn't be good to
them. I didn't know
how. But I wanted
that to be in, the
truth about me, be
cause it wasn't all
sunshine for a
woman to live with
me. She had a hard
time. She had cold
places. We had a
place where water
would freeze at
Ida looking at Mother:s Day cards
night in the tea
kettle and in the pail. If we had any tea on the stove, that was all froze
in the morning. That's a tough place for a woman to live with
children and then have a hard time besides. 1 ain't saying this
because I think I’m a big shot nor anything. I'm saying it to be the
truth and tell it was a hard time that she had.
I'm glad in these few days she has now it's not so hard. She's
got a car of her own. She can go when she likes and come home when
she likes. She don't have anything to bother her or stop her. She's
still working in this house hard. Right today she was stripping the
walls to get 'em ready to paper and paint. She's always worked and
always worked hard. I thank God for her and I thank God for what
He has done for my family. He was good to my children and they are
still to work.
Marvin works in the woods, by spells, when he isn’t on con
struction. Years back he was hit by a stub on the head and shoulders
and he never went to a doctor nor nothing. Today that's hurting his
shoulder and arm awful bad but he still won't go to a doctor. I try to
talk to him, get him to go. No, he don't want to. So there isn't
anything I can do about it. My family is all getting along good, only
Marvin isn't all that well but he's still working.
Delores and Elaine is living right near me. Bernard married
Marilyn and they have one daughter. They have a good home to live
in. She has a good job. She cooks for the school, I guess, a little bit.
I don't know too much about that. Delores, she married Johnny
O’Leary and he was a good, upright man. 1 think he was. Johnny
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O'Leary is a nice man to talk to. He leans all right and he is all right
as far as I'm concerned. They are making a living, him and Delores.
They're not rich, or anything, but they are getting by the same as the
rest of my family. None of them rich but they all have a job. They all
have, I think, enough to eat and wear and that’s what I can say about
Delores and Johnny. They have a nice home. He’s had a lot of trouble
with his back but he's in hopes it will be better so he can work. I hope
it will be, too.
Elaine, she's the youngest one of the family. She was born July
4, 1956. She growed up and married Carney McBreairty. He has a
Job in the lumber woods and some equipment. They work every day
in the woods. They're laid off in the spring for so long. I don't know
when they go back to work. I don't know anything about that or the
business at all. I do know that Elaine give Delores a job for working
the books. They work together. They keep the books for Carney.
Elaine and Carney have 2 nice daughters.
John and Delores had two nice girls. Of course, I mentioned
Bernard and his daughter. They are all getting along good. They
each have a pretty nice home and they’re all right.
Well, my family, I wanted to get them all in. I couldn't forget 'em.
They saw all the hard - a lot of hard times. That was the worst, that
polio, that hit and then sickness would hit. Hard times. No money
but we got by someway. That's what I wanted to tell about my family.
They've growed up now and gone working on their own and I thank
God for it.
We lost poor Boyd, sad thing, but that's one of those things.
That's left up to God. Whatever He says - what's impossible to man
is possible to Him. Boyd was killed in a car wreck and that's all we
can do about that. But the rest of them is still living and all well.
They are getting along good. They all have a job and I'm glad about
that. That's all I can say about my children and my wife. I told the
story about her. She's still working. She's strong. She's had eleven
children and she's never been in the hospital for sickness or to have
any of our children either. So, she's been a good tough woman and
I thank God for her. He's kept me through all my rough, bad days.
The woods and river drives was nothing compared to all that stuff,
the drinking and raising hell. I can't leave none of that out because
if people don't know it, they should. I don't want to hold nothing
back. I'll tell the truth and that's it. I'll tell it about myself and my
family. I thank God again. I thank God for answering prayers. He
answered prayers for my children. He's answered prayers for Ber
nard. He’s been awful sick, had a whooping cough that pretty near
killed him. He was in the hospital for about four weeks. Eagle Lake
was the handiest place. It wasn’t easy getting to Eagle Lake when
you had no money and had sick children. So for most of my children,
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you had to stay home and suffer it out. I thank God that they come
out of it very good. I only have one now that's sick that's gone to try
for help. I know God will help her. She's been converted, born again
in the Pentecostal Church and she's God's property. He'll take care
of her. If He don't heal her, He'll take her with Him. I thank God for
it. I thank Him for all my children. I love them and they love me.
We're getting along real good. That's it for my family.

Granddaughter Christy in
potato field

Great-granddaughter, Haley

Francis loved his mother, Cindy
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FAMILY STORIES
We had a dog here belonged to Rainsie McBreairty. He used to
stay here. He'd come across the river and we couldn't git him to go
home. The children played with him and liked him. He was a nice
dog. He stayed here a long time, month, or so. I was cutting pulp out
back and Chick was growing up so he could git around pretty good.
This dog we had, somebody run over him and killed him. The
children felt awful bad about the dog. They didn't understand it too
good. I tied a wire on its neck and to the stake of the sled. After
dinner I started back in the woods. Chick said he wanted to go, too.
I called him Chick, my oldest son. His name was Irvin but I called
him Chick. He wanted to go with me so I put him on the sled. We went
back. I had a load all cut and ready to bring out. I didn't have to cut
no load so it didn't take long to go git it.
We went back in the woods and took the dog. I come to a big pile
of brush along the road. I untied the wire and towed the dog over to
the pile of brush under the snow somewhere. Chick was watching all
of this and I never noticed. I never took a thought to it. We went back
and loaded and we was coming out. Chick was setting up on the load
long side of me and we come back to where I had throwed the dog
onto the pile of brush. We went by a little ways. We stopped and he
said, "Are you stopping to git the dog?"
I said, "No, I don't think the dog is going back with us."
We come out and he wondered why we couldn't bring the dog
back. Anyway, time went by and they forgut about it.
In them days we all went to church, Ida and I and the children,
all the children. We all went to church. My children liked the church
awful well. They liked to go to church awful well. God bless 'em. I
wish they liked to go now like they did then. But it was my fault, I
guess, the way it turned out. When I quit going to church, well, we
all quit and that was the end of that. But I never forgot those good
days in church.
I had three boys who sang in church. Boyd and Braden and
Bernard. They sang little choruses in church. I had an old mouth
harp. I'd go up front with them and they'd sing and I'd play away on
this old mouth harp as best I could. It wasn't too good but it was,
more or less, to hear the children singing. The people liked to hear
them sing. John Gardner had built the church and he was there. He
taught quite a lot of the boys and he loved to hear them sing. They
could sing good, real good, for boys you know, starting out. They
enjoyed it. Bernard, he'd git a little sleepy. Some days they could
shake him and wake him up. He'd know rate off what was up so he'd
walk rate up with them and sing. But sometimes he’d fall asleep and
they couldn't wake him up. Shake him a little and he wouldn't wake
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up. This day they
was supposed to
sing. Well, it come
to them to sing and
Bernard was asleep.
He had his time to
nap so he was sleep
ing away. The other
two boys, Boyd and
Braden, went up
and me and my old
mouth harp and
they sung their cho
ruses and come back. So when church was out, John Gardner had
watched that. He appreciated the boys' singing so he'd watch that.
My sons, when they was younger, they used to call Bernard the black
man. His hair was black and they called him the black man. So when
church was out John Gardner gut up and he said, "Which one of you
boys went to sleep?"
One of the twins said, "It was the black man."
That would come yet to my memory. I'll never forgit that. I'll
never forgit the good days in church.
I'll never forgit how Elaine, God bless her, was healed. You
know there was many prayers went up for my children in the polio
days because that was striking children right and left. In Allagash,
it hit hard, stirred up the people. We were very sad. It was a sad
sickness. It was a sickness not even the doctor could tell where it gut
started, where it came from, or where it was going and when it would
stop. It was just a fever. My children, they'd be playing on the floor
or out around the door. They'd be having a great time. The first thing
you know they'd be in the house, rate down with a heavy, heavy
fever. This fever was a killer. It seemed so funny. No. It wasn't funny.
It seemed so sad to see how well they could be and how sick they
could git, those children. It was all something new to us. The doctors
tried to find out what they was eating, what they was drinking, not
only my children but all those other ones who had the killer disease
that went through the Allagash Plantation at that time.
I don't know. I can look at my boys now, Braden and Bernard,
that was struck with that and wonder. I thank God at how they did
come out of it. Bernard would say to me, every once in awhile when
he was sick, and I had him on my lap and I didn't understand what
he meant. He'd say, "Daddy, I can't see."
I'd say, "Yes, you can see."
I didn't even know that the boy was maybe blind. Whatever he
would be looking at, I'd say, "Yes, you can see. Look, there it is. You
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can see that."
That went on awhile and he’d say it again. "Daddy, I can't see."
You know I'll not believe anything else up to this day that my son was
partly blind. He couldn't see. I thank God today that he's gut his
sight and is healthy and working.
I have two boys that never gut married. I don't know if I can call
them lucky, or smart, or whatever you call it, but anyway they're still
not married.
I'll
say
again, I love my
family. My girls
are always rate
here if I'm not
feeling good.
They take me to
the doctor and
stay rate with
me
there.
Sometimes they
have to leave me
there but, God
bless them, I
can depend on
them. I'm glad
they're living
handy here so
they can help if
either my wife
or I need help.
They're here to
help us. The
other two girls,
well, Luwine,
like I say, is sick
and Cola, God
bless her, is too
far away.
Everything
is all right. I love my grandchildren. I have a dear little girl I never
thought to mention so I will now. One of my granddaughter's little
girl. She's only two years old, probably, maybe not that old. They call
her Haley. That’s Corey's daughter. She's the dearest girl. She's a
little doll. I love her very much. God bless her. She's on a long way,
across the way, long, hard way but I hope she'll be happy.
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Home
I built here on this place where I'm living. I built here three
times. I had a building I brought down from where my father lived.
It was his garage. I hauled it down and fixed it up to live in. That’s
the one I said was so cold. It was cold so I built a cabin, a big cabin.
I dug a hole and logged it up with cedar for a basement. I put a
furnace in there and that building was warm. It was big and my boys
would play down in the basement. It was warm down in the
basement. My boys would all go down there. They had made
themselves music and they'd sing down there and play the music.
Sometimes it was quite a racket to hear those boys beating on the
old boards they made for music and singing. They were pretty good
singers. They had a hi-ho time down there in the basement along
side of the furnace. They'd tell their little stories back and forth.
They had, lots of times, Jan Soucy with them and they had a lot of
fun.
I can’t forget those days of my family growing up. It makes me
lonely in one way and happy in another. I'm glad they're all well and
working but Luwine. She can't work now but someday, God's
willing, she will work. Luwine has worked awful hard, too hard, but
she'll git well again. She won't have to work so hard again as she did.
That's about all there is about the family. I hope I can git it all
out. When I talk on this thing (recorder) I don't have a very good voice
but it’s the voice God gave me and that's the one I'm using for this
reason and purpose. I’ll say it again, in closing, I love my family, my
wife. I give her all the credit for her good work. She's been a good
woman. She's been well, not too much sickness, and I thank God for
that.
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CONNECTICUT
Francis did try working outside of Allagash. Not only did he
work a few years in Caribou but he spent one and a half years
working in Connecticut. He worked at Riverview Farms, a 35-acre
estate in Avon, Connecticut. This was a horse farm where they
taught people of all ages to ride horses. They also trained serious
riders how to show and train horses. This seemed like an ideal place
for a teamster like Francis to work. Despite his love of horses,
Francis was not happy there. The farm had 50 horse stalls and it was
quite a job. In Francis' own words, he tells you of his experiences in
Connecticut.

I worked 1-1/2 years in Connecticut on a farm. I thought it
would be easier than that or I never would've took the job. Forty
horses. You had to put the manure in wheelbarrows and wheel it
out, you know. It was a lot of work. I didn't like Connecticut and
anyway I thought it wouldn't snow. We go down there and there
come a big storm and it stayed all winter like it does up here. They
had to plow the snow and there was a cold wind blowed there a lot.
They had to hire someone to come and plow and we'd be the last
place they'd come. So, yuh, it wasn't easy. I didn't like it at all.
I had been in different places there in Connecticut. One place
a woman was working. She told me, "You needn't be in that dirty
place, round them horses," she said, "you should be in a nice job
taking care of flowers. You needn't be there. There's lots of jobs."
But you see, with a family, I had to look ahead. There was one
place I could've went to work rate off but we had Elaine and we
couldn’t just drop her off anywhere in Connecticut. We didn't know
the people. So I had to move back out of there. I didn't like it at all.
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ICE JAMS
I was down at the river today to look at the old St. John and it
seemed so calm and nice. It's gentle. It's nice now for canoes. In times,
it can be so ugly and fierce. Back in the big ice Jams, the power that ice
and water could have! There wouldn't be too much that could stop that
when it gits going. I'd say that is one of the most powerful things there
is except thunder and lightning or an earthquake. But that old river
takes its toll, too. It's one of the best as far as power goes.
I can remember back in the early thirties, I'd say. I was just a
boy. The ice was different, so much different in the spring than it is
now. In the spring, now, you can't hear a little brook running,
putting in, the St. John or the Allagash. Everything seems to be so
quiet. In them days, the rapids, you could hear it roar. We lived Just
down at the foot of the rapids, not too far from it. You could hear that
in the spring when the ice was breaking up. You could hear the water
roar up there. You could hear the brooks putting in the St. John. The
brooks was really noisy. The ice would be thick, thick. Now this
spring, that was mostly slush in the river, wouldn't harm anybody
much. Even a deer went down on a cake of ice this year. There was
lots of years it couldn't ever try that. It couldn't even git near it. I was
thinking how much different it used to be.
The brooks seemed to have a lot of water in them in the spring.
We’d have lots of snow. The snow would be melting and the rain
going in the brooks. There was a lot of brooks then. Seems like as if
they've dried up or gone in a different direction. They don't have no
noise to them at all.
We had a big ice jam back in the thirties. That ice Jam was
powerful. I remember we d git ready for that ice jam. We could watch
it and we could hear it when it would be coming. My father was a
great one to watch, and mother too. They'd watch what the ice might
be doing. It would be breaking up and piling. Then we'd start leaving
home at night coming down to this building that was my
grandmother's house then. Grandfather had been long gone before.
We'd come down and stay all night. There was two big stoves in it,
a cook stove and a big box stove. The Walkers would come up there
and we'd all stay together in the old house. It didn't leak and it was
warm. It was warm in the spring, not in the winter. Seems like, in
them days, they had nothing to work with. Only a few nails. Birch
bark, axes and hammers. They'd build a building and it wasn't put
up too good and it wasn't warm. They had no insulation. They used
birch bark. Well, that's what we stayed in.
This day, my father said to me, "The water is really doing
something. You can hear the rapids. It's really gitting ready to make
a charge somewhere so you’ll have to go down early. Hook up the
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horses and take 'em down there." Of course, my mother would walk,
or maybe ride on the sled. I'd take my horses down and put them in
my uncle's barn and we’d stay all night. If the ice didn’t run that
night, we'd go back and wait for the next night. It seemed the ice
always wanted to run at night. Lots of times I watched the ice and
slush in the river when it is filling in. It goes up by my place at night.
I don't see it filling in. This day the rapids was really churning. My
father said, "I think the ice will be pulling out in the afternoon, or
evening."
Sure enough. It did. It pulled out. We had come down to the old
house. When that ice started, it really had water and power. It went
over Sinclair Island just like it wasn’t there. That was the big island
we hayed on. It did have good-sized bushes and trees on the head of
it but that went rate over that and turned that out by the roots and
took that down river. When the ice come down, it started crowding
in to McBreairtys on the other side of the river; it started over the flat
to my father's at the same time. Sinclair Brook runs by our house.
It crossed the brook and piled up agin the bank. It's a hard story but
it's true. A lot of my people are gone but I have a couple left that can
tell the story about that jam.
The ice filled the road and that flat and bogan that went along
the road. Rate where the old house sets, that I'm in now, is setting,
you could look out the back window and see the ice coming down.
It was doing a job but we wasn't afraid because we had lots of places
there to go. It run rate down by the house. My Uncle Joe Walker lived
just below this house. The ice went by but the water went in. The
water was up above the ice for quite a long ways. It took the platform
off the front of the house. Come down the Joe Kelly flat and run and
piled. Lot of it run up Little Black. When it turned, there was no
bridge there, just a ferry boat in them days. The ferry boat was long.
Three cars could drive on that ferry boat. Plenty of room. The men
had that boat up pretty high on the bank on skids. The ice made the
turn, picked that boat rate up, took it up over the bank, across the
highway road, across the big field and into the bogan. We called it
Vin's bogan. It was the Henderson place, then, but Vin had bought
the land. The boat was over in the bogan.
The ice kept on down to where I'm living now and there was no
gravel pit in the back of the house then. It run in there, up on the
flat and hit the woods back there. Then it started going on. The flats
where I'm living now was covered. That went down and broke
through to Gardner Island. That's where the big plug is. That would
hold the ice so long at Gardner Island that it would back up and do
a lot of damage up here. But when it gits through there it's gone.
That was a big Jam, a very big Jam.
Now there was another big Jam we had back in 1991. This was a
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good one, a big one. It come down the St. John River, run over that
island again, went all over the flat at Kelly’s. Run in again at my father's
flat and filled that all full of ice. It went up Little Black. In the meantime
it was tearing down some homes along the river. I believe Theron's
house was the first it hit. Then it hit Aunt Maggie’s house. It took the
Little Black bridge. This time it took the bunch of steel and bridge in the
St. John. It just lifted it rate off, took it and kept rate on. It destroyed
homes over there. A big ice Jam! It almost caught some people that was
standing there watching the ice and stayed a little too long. Some of’em
just made it to high land.
Some almost went with
the bridge. My son was
up there with his daugh
ter and my two grand
daughters watching the
ice jam. I'd say he
should've been home. It
was dangerous. He made
Leonard McBreairty take
the 3 children. Leonard's
house was safe.
Poor
Ad
Mc
Breairty.
He
had
brought his car across
the river to safety be
cause he was afraid it
would go down that side
where he lived. The ice started taking cars and pick-ups, sweeping
them in the river. Some women come up from Fort Kent and lost
their car in the river. Aunt Maggie's and Theron's houses was
ruined. Aunt Maggie and Mr. Hughey was upstairs. The ice broke in
their downstairs door. Bobby McBreairty and Carter took them out
the upstairs window with a boat and they went to dry land. Young
Guy Kelly's wife and another woman went up on the roof and stayed
all night. It was a cold night but they took blankets up there and
stayed. They gut them out the next day.
That come down here. I was standing in my upper driveway and
I was alone. Bernard was gone and he should have been here. He
could've watched the ice run from here if he'd a stayed home. That
was running down the left-hand side of the river but it was backing
up on the right side fast. Just beyond my house here, a little ways,
is a brook. There was popple trees standing there over two feet on the
stump, 6, or 8, of them. It never broke them trees a bit, just took
them rate out, roots and all and kept on down. Went in to Roland
Soucy's and the water damaged all his furniture. Mrs. Henderson's
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house was pretty high, up on blocks. Took that little house rate
down, banged agin some trees.
Here to my place, there's a great big gravel pit back of my home.
The ice and water was pretty near to the top of that pit. Well, it was
over half-way. They was trying to git people up and down in an
airboat, a big airboat somebody had from Fort Kent. The next place
it could've come out between my house and garage. If it would've
done that, it would have destroyed, maybe my house. It done a lot
of harm to Bernard's basement but it didn’t git to my house. The
water stayed back.
They hauled the people with the airboat and canoes rate up the
field wherever they could go. It run rate down the road to the flat. The
ice was rate on the bank to my house.
Again, up at the old place, it was just like there never was an
island. Talk about power! It took that bridge, heavy, heavy bridge
and twisted that steel, spoilt it. That's what you call power. The flats
and everything was all covered up. That was the biggest ice jam I
saw. There was some away back before my time but that one was
plenty powerful enough for anyone to see.
It destroyed Jack Kelly's house. It didn't take the house but it
surrounded it with ice and water. Jack went upstairs to the attic and
they couldn't git to him till morning. They went with the canoe and
he come out the window. He was an old man, way in his 80 s. It
ruined his house and they're tearing it down. Arthur Kelly moved his
house up the bank to a higher place. They built quite a few homes
for the people. Jean Walker lost her car in the ice. I believe Earl Kelly
lost a pick-up. Pat Kelly and Roland Soucy's houses were moved out
from flooded land and brought down the road to the portage.
There’s nothing that can stop ice and water. It just knocks
down anything that gits in its way. It was a sad thing for people.
Many of them were stranded in the church. It was warm. They stayed
all night. They couldn’t git across here. They must have come down
the next day. Thank God no one gut killed or drowned. My Aunt
Maggie is 90 years old and she’s still living.
Just a few years ago we had a terrible fire that swept down the
Yellow Line Road or the dump, whichever, I'm not sure where. That
burned down, pretty near gut Owen Gardner's house, jumped the
river, went across there through there and burnt Hilton Hafford's
hunting camps. It went across into that land. That fir and spruce
land there. It went across and hit Carney McBreairty's garage and
burnt everything there.
We've been drenched in the Allagash with a lot of things, but we
come out of it okay. It was hard days but everyone was all right.
Nobody was harmed. People can consider themselves lucky in the
old Allagash. We thank God for that.
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THINKING BACK
If we git this book written, it will bring back memories, times,
my oldest of times of me and my father, my mother and my brother.
He was with us most of the time. Sometimes he wouldn't be with us.
My father had a big family. There were 12 of us in this family. My
brother, Jesse, was older than I was. That's a lot of places that we
worked. That's why I called it "Across the Miles". We worked them
brooks up the St. John River. We went up the St. John and we
walked. We walked with horses. We'd take the shore with the horses
and then we'd come to the tote road. Where the tote road was alright,
we'd take the woods. We went the tote road till it gut all muddy, or
something, and we'd go out to the shore. There'd be old logs, or
something, in the tote road, and we'd go back out and walk up the
shore. When we gut to the point of Big Black, well, we could go on
the tote roads.
We'd have our hay and oats and groceries taken up there with
a towboat. Then they'd keep bringing some with a canoe and motor.
1 toted it with a little "dray", they called it. That was a little sled with
2 benches that we hooked the horses on and we'd put the hay and
oats and groceries in that and go. We went from Burnt Brow to that
little Two-Mile Brook I mentioned below the Simmons Farm.
That was a lot of walking. We saw a lot of times in the lumber
woods - times on the river. We saw a lot of that. We didn't see a lot
of home. Oh, we'd be home through haying time and to cut the grain,
but after we gut to working in the woods up along the river, there was
no haying. No more grain. The farms growed up. You can see how
they have growed up now. I can show people pictures of the old farm,
up home, and there's not a bush on that side hill or flat. That was
rate clean, no bushes. We hayed and growed grain up there and
brought it down. The
old island was dug up,
and rough, but we cut
hay over there, what
we could. One side of
the island was Uncle
George McBreairty's
and the other side
belonged to
the
Kelly's. We helped
Uncle George cut hay
and Joe Kelly would
haul it home for him.
What he left, we cut
and brought it over to
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our barn. We had to put in all the hay we could. Lots of times we had
2 stacks on Rocky Point. My father and Uncle Bill McBreairty would
go up there and we'd go with horses and they’d cut that hay by hand.
We cut down a birch tree and just locked the limbs down. They'd
haul that to it. They’d cut in those limbs and lay them down and pile
hay on them and made stacks. Then we'd haul it in the winter.
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THE TIME HAS COME
There comes a time when it looks like I'll have to give up the old
St. John River and call it quits. But Guy wanted Jim Hafford and I
to go to the Ouellette place and cut veneer wood one winter. So we
went back and we
stayed in a building,
a house on the bank
of the St. John rate
near Ouellette Brook.
So we were cutting
veneer. We had a long
ways to walk but we
had a good chance
and we were doing
good. We had a good
place to stay and we
boarded ourselves.
We was working
along there and in the
winter the ice run.
When we'd come in
from work, git our
supper, put our
clothes to dry, we d
mostly lay down. Guy
had a feeder there,
feeding horses, so I didn't have to go out to feed my horse, nor
anything. I just stayed rate to the shack. So the ice run and we were
in bed early. We never even - the ice come pretty near to the top of
Ouellette bank, where the bank was high. The ice come rate up to
the top of that bank but it never touched the house. No water. A lot
of it went down around and in the brook and that filled up with ice
but never come near our building.
The next morning, we gut up and it surprised us. The ice had
run. We never heard it and it maybe could've took our building. The
kinda building we had, it was pretty big. It had been a house that
Guy had hauled up there.
We worked that winter. In the spring when we gut done we come
home. I wasn't feeling too good that spring, but we gut our winter in.
I stayed around home that summer, worked for Guy a very little bit.
Fall was coming and I was thinking of buying an old skidder for the
boys and I, two of the boys and I. We had saws, chainsaws, but if we
had an old skidder, we'd go back up to Ouellette Brook and cut
cedar. Guy told us he'd give us a chance. We finally gut straightened
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around and gut a down payment on an old skidder. We went back
up to cut cedar and logs. That was the easiest job that I have had in
the woods for a long time, junking up the cedar. It was a good Job.
But I wasn’t feeling good. I was sick about all the time. So we worked
away awhile but I couldn't work. I’d go to Dr. Johnson, he was my
doctor, and he'd say, "You're all right. You can work. No trouble."
So he gave me some Maalox and away I'd go working again. It
gut worse and worse so one day the boys told me, "You have to go
home. You can't stay here because you're too sick to be here. You
have to go home and see a doctor."
So Reuben Pelletier, the scaler, come that day and I finally
made up my mind to come home. So we had dinner. I ate a bite.
Reuben gut done scaling and I come home with him. That night,
sometime in the first part of the evening, they took me to the doctor.
When they gut me there I didn't know too much about going. I was
kinda out, some. When I saw Dr. Johnson, he didn't want to do
anything or have anything to do with me. He thought to himself that
he'd put me off on somebody else. So as luck would have it, Dr. Tao
was there and he was a heart specialist. He took me over. I was
around five weeks in the hospital. The first week I was there I didn’t
hardly know anybody, a tube down my throat, pumping my stom
ach. I was in pretty bad shape.
I laid there and finally they took that tube out and I was feeling
a little better but not much. So I stayed there. Tao come sometimes
twice a day and he kinda gut me on my feet again but I never gut over
that. I saw that I couldn't work. Tao told me, "You can't work in the
woods, nor you can’t smoke no more." He said, "You can quit
smoking and live awhile or you can keep on smoking and die
because you have a very bad heart."
I said, "Johnson was my doctor and he never told me that."
"Well," he said, "Johnson was your doctor and he never told you
that. There's something wrong with the man. You have a very bad
heart."
So I was with Tao pretty near 20 years, tending me and giving
me exercises. Gut back on my feet again. Not the best. Couldn't
lumber nor anything.
So the boys kept on in the woods cutting cedar awhile. Then Roy
Hafford wanted to buy the skidder from them and they said, "Yes,
we’ll just walk rate away from it and you go and have it signed over
to you and it will be your skidder."
So that was the end of that skidder job. Bernard worked for Roy
awhile on the skidder and then he come home. Roy kept the skidder
and kept on aworking. So that was the end of my St. John River days.
1 looked around me and see so many is gone that I knew from
the Allagash. So many of my friends, my brothers and sisters. I have
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one brother left and three sisters and I'm not well, not all the time.
I'm gitting by, though. I'm satisfied. God was good.
I think I kinda caught on about Johnson. He was afraid that I
wanted state aid, or help, and he was a man who didn't want to see
anybody git that. I know he would. He's the same man today. I'll
maybe see him some day and I can explain the whole thing to him.
What was wrong with him and still is. He's a rich man now. I
remember when he come to Fort Kent. He was my doctor. He was Just
a plain man with very plain clothes. When he gut rich, he looked
more toward the money than the sick people. I am sorry to say but
it's the truth. I don't think it's right to lie about anybody and I never
did. I'm glad today that I had a good doctor, Tao there. He helped me
a lot. I saw some sick days, still not well, not too well. I'm in and out
of the hospital and to doctors quite often. I don't feel the best but I’m
gitting by. I have medication to take but I don't believe it is good for
anyone to have to live on medication. Anyone never knows when
they're well and healthy and then have to fall back on that stuff to
carry them through till they're gone.
But I thank God I'm still here and with my family. They're good
to me. My daughters are trying to take care of me the best they can,
hauling me back and forth to doctors when I have to go. I'm glad they
are willing to help me. I love 'em very much. I believe that’s about all
I have to say about my work and my St. John River days. I never went
back up after my sickspell.

The Gates
They had gates across the roads so I walked the old toteroads
and the shores. We built the road as far as Fox Brook and gut it going
and now there was chains come across the roads so I never went
back up. While there was no road we worked our way up and back.
That satisfied us all right but what I found was much better was a
good road. But I still don't feel like having to pay to go through those
gates on that road where I went so many times when it was no good.
In mud, water, and on the shore. But that's all right. The gates,
today, I suppose is good because of the way everybody is going up
and down. There'd be more people going if they could git by.
So I thank God for everything and I believe I'll just leave it like
that. I thank God for all my good friends and neighbors. I can say one
thing. I worked in the lumber woods, under bosses, my father. I liked
to work for my father. The other bosses I worked under, I done what
they told me and we gut along good. That's all I can say about the
old St. John River, or Nigger Brook or the Allagash. That's all for me
so I guess I'll end 'er rate there.
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CONCLUSION
As I sit here today looking back over the years that we spent
together, so many of us, my parents are gone and so many of my
friends. My brothers and sisters is gone. As I look over everything,
it seems like
time has gone so
fast. To think of
how it is today
and how it used
to be. The time
is spent alto
gether different
now than it was,
of course, years
ago.
To think of
the old woods.
My memory goes
back to the old
lumber camps
where
we
worked. How
contented we all
seemed to be!
Although we
was away from
home and work
ing in the lum
ber woods, we
seemed to be so
contented and
loved that kind
of life. As my
time is going fast
now, just about
gone, I suppose, I think of the old St. John River and the tar paper
shacks and the camps. My memory of things comes back to me. It
makes me lonely to think of how we worked way up the St. John
River. The water would git so low. It makes me think of a little story.
On the St. John River, the water would git low. We were working
at Fox Brook and a couple of men come there and they wanted to go
up the river and do a little fishing. The water was low so Kelly told
them, "The only way I can help you boys is I have a man here and a
canoe. I can take you to Big Black, put the canoe in and he can bring
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you down. You can fish wherever you want to fish. He knows where
you can stop and fish." He says, "You'll only be a day but," he says,
"you can catch some good trout, I'm sure, at the mouth of the
brooks. I’ll send this man with you. He can handle a canoe and he
will bring you down."
So they agreed and Guy took 'em to Big Black. Guy was working
to Fox Brook so he took 'em to Big Black. Frankie Walker went with
them to bring 'em back down. Frankie come down and, of course, he
stopped at the mouths of the little brooks where they could catch
some fish. They fished along coming down and they stopped quite a
few places. It was summer and the days was long. They stopped and
boiled a kittle and had lunch and fished awhile. They was coming
down somewhere near Pokwok and Frankie wasn't watching what he
was doing very much. The men was pretty heavy in the canoe and
he run up on a rock. Of course, Frankie was kinda comical man
anyway. He had jokes, lots of jokes. He run on this rock and he was
working trying to git the canoe off. It was an aluminum canoe. Guy
give him that canoe because it could stand the rocks and the wearand-tear better than a canvas, or a glass canoe. They gut on this
rock and Frankie was working this way and that and pushing and
pulling trying to git the canoe off. After awhile he says, "Now, boys,
don't git disgusted, or anything." He says, "We’re not staying here a
great while." He says, "As soon as I git the top wore off this rock, we'll
be on our way."
So they drifted along and fished. They had a great time. When
they came to Fox Brook, they was telling Kelly about it. They enjoyed
the trip and paid him for the canoe. The men was telling Guy the
story about how they gut on the rock. They thought this was awful
funny to hear a story like that.
So that was the way life would be. Sometimes the water would
be too low and sometimes it'd be nice. You had to watch the water.
In them days that was the way of going and coming up and down the
river. Of course, for fishing, it had to be along the river. Makes me
think of the old times. Makes me think of another story.
They went up the Little Black on the drive one spring. They took
Jim Hafford, what we called Cross Rock Jim. He was a good cook.
They hired him to cook. They went up Little Black, started on the
drive and when they left, the boss said he wanted two men to stay
and fix up the men's camp so they'd have a place to sleep and dry
their clothes. So they left Frankie Walker and Jasper Kelly to clean
out the camp. They had stayed all night and made the best of it but
the boss wanted it fixed up a little tighter. They gut the stove going
and they was fixing up the bunks and the camps. Jasper and
Frankie was doing it. Now in this camp it was kinda dark in there.
I suppose they had a light, a lamp of some kind but, anyway they was
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fixing it up. They fixed the bunks, gut the old spreads on them and
were sweeping the floor where it had been left there that winter.
They gut it all straightened out and a good place to sleep. When
the men come in that night, Jim Hafford was cooking. He was always
joking. He was a jokey man. Had lots of Jokes to tell. They came in
that night and he says, "Poor Frankie Walker gut killed today."
They said, "Oh no! What happened?"
Jim said, "Jasper Kelly saw him standing in the corner and he
thought he was a spike. He hit him on the head with the axe and
killed him." Of course, that was great fun for Jap and Frankie always
had something to say, too.
That was the way it was. Of course, those river drives were
really tough. That was on long logs and way up in some places it was
really hard. It took good, strong, smart men to do the job but life
wasn't too easy. Sometimes it was really hard. I just thought I would
bring that up because I was thinking over them old times, them old
places where we had been.
It was nice to git up early in the mornings and hear the birds
singing. We worked in the woods and I loved the woods. The cedar
poles we cut. Them long summers peeling poles. It was long, hot
days but we had one way to work and that's what we done. We had
good times. Good friends. Working on he St. John River, we sweat
a lot. In the evening, we'd take our horses, it'd be our last trip. We'd
take the harnesses off our horses and we d take them to the river.
Put 'em in the river. Wash 'em all off rate from their ears back. We'd
wash them all down. They'd be sweaty and I knowed, to wash them
off, would make them feel good. We'd bring 'em out of that, put them
in the shack and feed them.
Lots of times, after supper, we d sit around the shack awhile,
maybe an hour, or so. We didn't want to go in the water shortly after
eating. We'd wait awhile then we’d all go to the river and bath in good
shape. We had soap and our towels. It made us feel comfortable and
good. I liked that way of life. We had lots to eat. Had some good
cooks, too. Them good old days is all gone now. I still think of that
now that I'm living on borrowed time and those good old days are
gone by which I'll never see agin. My friends and a lot of my people
are gone.
As I sit here and look down at the old St. John River, seems like
a dream since we worked from here clear up to the Simmons Farm.
All those years roll by. Seems just like a dream today. The old river.
We traveled by canoe and I went up and down the shore with horses.
Some places on the shore and some places in the woods. You'd come
out on the shore, look up the river for a mile, or so, and for a time,
you'd think of the distance you had to go. Still-n-all, as slow as it
was, you made the trips, a good many of them, up and down the old
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river. I thank God for his goodness to us. We worked in the lumber
woods and on pole drives and we never gut hurt. Nobody was sick.
Nobody gut drowned. God was so good.
That's what I wanted to talk a little bit about today. How time
flies. Anyone never knows till they're living on borrowed time. I
thank God I am this well. I feel content and proud of it that I can walk
and talk and git around in my home. My old health and strength isn't
the best but God was good to keep me down through the years.
Sitting here today and looking down at the St. John, wondering and
thinking about all the places that we've worked and how many of my
people are gone. Gone but not forgotten.
So I think I'll wind it up. All I have, I’m glad I have. My two
daughters taking care of me and my sons. Although from now on, I
don’t suppose it will be too good but I thank God I am here for
another day and for my family. Once more I will say to my family
that’s been helping me along from the doctors, to the hospital and
back home. Today I am home and I thank God for it. I'm well and with
what health and strength I have, I'm feeling pretty good. Through life
that's what I had and I'm satisfied with it. I don't know how much
more time God is gonna give me but I sure thank him for the time
that he has given me. Praise his name.
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Lucy and Will
Jackson - Ida's
parents
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Francis and
his potato
field.

Digging
potatoes

Marvin
picking
potatoes
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Francis going
to dig some
by hand.

Rest
Time

Francis and Bernard
having lunch
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No horse
around now.

Birthday
Time

Always
smiling
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